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A,BSTRACT

The purpose of the study was to attempt to gaj-n some

insight into a number of previously unresearched factors on

religious intermarriage. A correlational field study was

conducted with the objective of identifying specific situa-
tional and psychological variables which might be resultant
of religious intermarriages. The study was solely concerned

with the consequences of intermarriage, and the specific

dependent variables dealt with were marital happiness,

pressures from significant others, religious and cultural
identity, self-esteem, anxiety and alienaLion. The major

indepenclent variable was "type of marriagei'.

The chosen research site was Winnipeg, Manitobau an

urban city with a population of approximately 500r000 people.

Data was collected through the use of an interview sched.ule"

A purposive sample of 20 Jewish-Gentile intermarriages !\¡as

drawn with at least one child six years o1d or older and a

proportional stratified random sample of 30 homogeneous

Jewish marriages with at least one chíld six years old or

older was also drawn for comparison purposes. Respondents

were interviewed in their homes by male Jewish interviewers.

Out of the eleven hypothesest the four that were

upheld dealt with religious and cultural identity with

Judaism" The fin<lings indicate that the offspring of homo-

geneous Jewish marriages (and homogeneously married Jewish.

l_ l_
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men) have a stronger religious and cultural identity with
Jud.aism than do the offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages

(and heterogeneously married Jewish men). The hypotheses

concerned with self-esteem, anxiety and alienation of off-
spring were not upheld, thus revealing littLe differential
impact of religious homogeneous and heterogieneous marriages"

Homogeneously married couples appraised their marríages as

being happier than did the heterogeneoì-rsIy married couples.

In general, the present findings suggest that
religj-ous homogeneous marriages do not affect offspring
d.ifferently than heterogeneous marriages"
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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM

To compare Jewish-Gentile intermarried families

with Jewish homogeneous families on a selected number of

variables "

Religious intermarriage is definitely increasing in

Canada" National statistics reveal that in 1965 31"7 per

cent of all marriages in Canada were intermarriages (Canada

Year Book 1965), whereas in 1957 it was 29"3 per cent (Canada

Year Book 1957). This represents a 2"4 per cent difference

and an 8"1 percentage increase over the eight year period"

For Jews, the National records show that in 1965

9.8 per cent of the Jewish marriages were intermarriages

(i"e. only one of the partners to the marriage was of the

Jewish faith) whereas in 1957 it was 6.8 per cent, this

represents a 3 per cent difference and a 44 "I percentage

increase over the eight year period" These statistics

reveal that Jews are intermarrying at a faster rate than the

general population" Statistics for the province of Manitoba

corroborate this general trend (Heer, 1962) .

The reader should note however that since Jews have

always had a low rate of exogamy any slight increase in the



rate of j-ntermarriage would greatly

increase.

affect the percentage

In order to gain some insight into a number of the

previously unresearched factors on religious intermarriage

a correrationar fierd study was conducted. The main objec-
tive of the study was to empirically identify specific
situational and psychological variables which might have

been resultant of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages. For the

purpose of this study religious intermarriage was defined as

a marital union in which the religion reported by one spouse

at the time of marriage differed from that reported by the

other spouse

A review of the existing literature shows that there

are three maín approaches to the study of religious inter-
marriage: causal factors, intermarriage patterns, and

consequences of intermarriage (Barron, Ig46) " In speakíng

of causal factors we mean those forces which both initiate
and prevent religious intermarriage. It has centered on

questions liker: v'lhy are the mores of inmarriage not always

observed.? Why do people marry out? Does the individual
select a mate with similar social characteristics? Among

those who have conducted research in this area are Barron

(1946) i Bossard and Bo11 (1957); Gordon (1961) 
"

The second type of strategy that has been utilized
in the study of religious intermarriage is "patterns of
intermarriage". The variations of incidence and selection
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are consídered to be intermarriage patterns. This approach
differs from the "causal factor approach" in that it deals
with group data. rt is a discriptive approach in that it.
utilizes ecological data" The unit of analysj-s is the group

not the individual. euestíons which are considered under
this strategy include: which groups tend to intermarry more

than oLhers? what differences in incidence, if âDy, appear
between the sexes in each group? which groups are selected
in intermarriage by other groups? studies on pat,terns of
intermarriage have been conducted by Kennedy (1943);

Hollingshead (1950); and Heiss (1960) .

The third approach to the stud.y of religious
marriage, and the approach which the proposed study
dears with the consequences of intermarriage. pasÈ

on the consequences of intermarriage has dealt with
generar question: How does the intermarried family
or differ from the intra-rerigious married family in
of factors such as size (xoenig, 1942¡ Goldstein and

Goldscheider, 1966), religious affiriation (Landis, L949 ;

Rosten, L966) ! success or fairure (Gordon , 1964¡ German,

1968) and extended family resistance to accepting the member

of the outgroup (S1otkin, L942; Levinson and Levinson,
19s8-1959 ) ?

rn the present study, the major independent variable
was type of marriage, i.e. Jewish-Gentile intermarrÍage
(het,erogeneous marriages) and Jewish-Jewish (homogeneous

ínter-

utilized,

research

the

resemble

terms
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marriages) " The specific dependent variables which the

study was concerned with were the following: marital happi-
ness' pressures from sj-gniflcÊnt others, identity, self-
esteem, anxiety and alienation. However, in some of the
hypoÈheses one of the dependent variables became the

independent variable; for example, in hypothesis rv "pressures
from significant others" is the independent variable, and in
hypotheses vrrr and vrrra religious and cultural identity to
Judaism are the independent variables. The rationale in
doing thj-s was attributed to the conceptualizat.ion of the
problem; for exampleo type of marriage may affect religious
and cultural i-dentity and religious and cultural identity
may affect self-esteem. rn other words, the cause-effect
relationship with some variables enabled us to use them as

both independent and dependent variables.
Landis (L949) in a study of over 4,000 o'mixed" and.

"non-mixed" marriages has shown that mixed. marri-ages have a

higher failure rate than those where both members hold the

same faith" other researchers (zimmerman and cervantes,

1960; Heiss ¡ L96L; Burchinalr and chancerlor, 1963) corro-
borate Landist results 

"

sumner (1906), Horowitzes (1939), Defleur and westie
(1958), and Hamblin (1962) have suggested that the pressures

"sent" by family and friends (pressures from significant
others) have a great effect on the development of a child's
identity. The study attempted to ascert.ain the degree to



which the pressures from significurr, oan"r= determine

whether the offspring of a Jewish-Gentile intermarriage will
take on a Jewish identity or Gentile identity.

Rosten (1960) in his Harvard Mischling study, reports
that "many of the children \,vere embittered agaínst their
parents because they had not prepared them sufficiently,' to
handle the various attj-tudes of their peers toward ,Jews. rn
fact, this seemed to be their príncipal criticism of being a

mischling" (Rosten used the term "mischling" to refer to the"

offspring of Jewish-Gentile parents.) Baber (1953) gives
evidence that the chief source of friction (between inter-
married couples) centers around the religious trai_ning of the
children" The variables of rerigious and/or curtural iden-
tity of t,he offspring as welr as their personal identity were

carefully studied because it was felt that the intermarriage
situation míght give rise to offspring with severe identity
problems 

"

Two additional variables were also investigated in
the present study, self-esteem and anxiety.

The effects of varied self-esteem have been studied
in a number of contexts (Day and Hamblin, Lg64; cartwrightn
1962; Morris, 1965¡ Janis o 1954¡ and Decharms, 1960) but
never directly related to the intermarríage situation.
Littleo if âDy, specific research has been completed on the

level of anxiety of the offspring of intermarriages. studies
by Lipsitt (1958), Rosenberg (1965), castaneda, Mccandless
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and Palermo (1956) have shown that children with low levels
of serf-esteem are more .anxious. Rosenberg (1965) and

coopersmith (L967) have found that there is a tendency for
.fewish children to express higher self-esteem than cathoric
or Protestant children. The study attempted to ascertain
whether the intermarriage situation has an effect on the
levels of self-esteem and. anxiety on the offspring of such

marriages.

The number of Jewish men who were partners in an

intermarriage and who were rerigiously arienated but main-
tained a social and./or cultural tie with Judaism were also
carefully considered. For the purpose of this study, the
reader will note that a distinction was made between

identifying "religiousry" with Judaism and identifying
"culturalIy" with Judaism. This dj-stinction wirl be ela-
borated upon more fully later on.

rn the right of Maier's (1963) suggestions, the study
considered the variables of sex, s.E.s. and prace of resi-
dence of the religiously intermarried (but. solery in terms
of social background characterj_stics) 

"

The present study did not folIow Maierrs suggestion
and consider to what degree conversion before an inLer-
marriage takes prace because it was not considered to be a

consequence of religious intermarriage. rn addition, the
study did not specifically attempt to ascertain the number

of children of the intermarried families who remarry into
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Judaism culturally and,/or religiously because a longitudinal
study would have been required to achieve this.

The approach taken in this study was an abstract
empirical one. Due to the lack of an existing theory on the
consequences of intermarriage no attempt was made on our
part to analyze our resurts from a theoretical point of view"
rt is our hope that this study will crarify and. add to the
already existing literature on intermarriage so that a theory
of the consequences of intermarriage may soon evolve.l

The centrar focus for the research was upon Jewish-
Gentile íntermarriages. However, a contror group of
religiously "homogeneous" (Jewish-Jewish) marriages was set
up and interviewed for comparison purposes. Exísting data
suggests (Rosenberg, 1963; and Landis, 1968) that. the
incidence of intermarriage between Gentile men and Jewish
women is very low. rn addition, when at.tempts were made to
study these marriages in the past, rack of co-operation by

the respondents was nearly universal (cahnman , L963).

Generally, in the past, the terms "religious intermarriage"
and "rerigious mixed marriage" have been used interchange-
ably, and this problem of terminology will be taken up more

- 1*f" present author is familiar with Mir1s, essayon the limitation of abstract empiricism. At the presenttime however, due to the absence of a theory on thä conse-quences of intermarriage, and. the time and resources athand, the present author had no alternate route but that ofan abstract empirical stud.y.
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fuIly later on"

The chosen research site is !Íinnipeg, Manitoba,
which contains 96"8 per cent of all Jews in Manitoba. Data

was collected through the use of an interview schedule" A

purposive sample of zo Jewish-Gentile marriages in this area
was drawn and the respondents intervj-ewed in their homes by

Jewish interviewers" An índependent quota sample of 30

Jewi-sh-Jewish marriages was arso drawn and the respondents
int.erviewed in their homes by Jewish intervie\^/ers.



. CHAPTER TI

REVTEW OF THE LTTER.A.TURE AND HYPOTHESES

A number of studi-es and reviews of the literature
(Defleur and westie, 1958; vroom, 1964) have demonstrated.

the effectiveness of combining psychological and situational
variabres in predictive studies of social- behaviour. By

utilizing both sociological and psychological variables in
a study of this nature a more comprehensive understanding

and a higher degree of predictability of social behaviour

can be obtained. Thuso both types of variables wilr be

utilized in the present research.

The reader witr note that this study is specifically
concerned with the conseguences of Jewish-Gentire inter-
marriagies o or ,fewish heterogeneous marriages as compared to
Jewish homogeneous marriages. For the most part, in past.

research, the terms o'intermarriage" and. "mixed. marriage"

have been used interchangeably. Gordon (L964) however,

differentiates between "intermarríage" and. "mixed marriage,'.
According to Gordon (rbid.: t) inÈermarriage "is one i-n
which the parties to the marriage were born or reared in
families, each of which has identified with a different
religion" rf prior to or following the marriage the parties
continue to identify with their separate religions, they are

not onry intermarried but are also parties to a ,mixed.
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marriage'r as well" rf both partied formally accept the same
religion, even though they are intermarried, they are never_
theless of the same religious persuasion and hence no ronger
"mixedtt"

Maier (1963) in his discussion of the problem of
terminology says that according to Baber if we refer to a

'few and a Gentile (who has been converted to Judaism) as an
intermarriage or mixed marriage we are making a ,,historical,,,
not a "present", statement" The basic difference between
Baber and Gordon therefore is that to Gordon, an inter-
marriage exists even though the Gentile partner has converted
to Judaism- According to Baber, however, if the gentile
partner converts to .Tudaism before the marriage or at any
time during the marriage we have a religiously homogeneous
marriage 

"

As previously stated , f.or the purpose of this study
religious intermarriagie was defined as a marital union in
which the religion reported by one spouse at the time of
marriage differed from that reported by the other spouse,
and that forlowi-ng the marriage and throughout the marriage
both spouses continued to maintain their separate faiths.
our definition of an intermarriage therefore coincides both
with Gordonts and Baberrs because no converts lvere contained
in the sample.
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HYPOTHESES

Religious and Cultural Identity
Past research by Glazer (1957); Gans (r956); Rinder

(1957)¡ and Schoenfeld (1968) suggests:

a probrem inherent in past research on the Jews is that,researchers have perceived. being Jewish as a unilateralidentity--yet being Jewish is not unilateral but amulti-faceted identity. The trichotomy of orthodox,conservative, and Reformed which is moãt often used insociological research to divide Jews, embraces only thereligíous facet and thus does not diiferentiate the
more complex components of being Jewish. Rinder forexample, found Jewish identity Èo contain five anaryti-cally separate component.s : General, Religious, Rac-ialoNational and Cultura1. (Schoenfeld: 170)

Through their studies Glazer (LgS7) and Gans (1956)

came to view Jewish identity as possessing two distinct
foci, those of religion and curture. For the purpose of
crarity we forlowed the conceptualization of schoenfeld,
Grazer and Gans and regarded. being Jewish in the dichotomous

terms of religion and curture, since according to Glazer and

Gans they are the two major components of Jewish identity.
A theoretical definition of Jewish religious ident.ity would

be one which included, "Jews who perceive their identity
primarily in religious terms stress their commitment to the
institution of rerigion, accept religious values and rituals
as paramount in their way of life, and. place emphasis upon

belonging to religious organizations and upon attendance

to their functions." (schoenfeld: 17o-71). Grazer and Gans

used the term o'Judaism" to identify this aspect of Jewish

identity.
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A theoretical definition of Jewish cultural identity
would consist of Jewish.values, ideals and ethnicity as a
whore" Jews whose identity is centered primarily in culture
will, for instance, enjoy Jewish cuisine, follow yiddish
literature, take pride in Jewish achievements and be con-
cerned with Jewish thought and way of life. This facet of
Jewish identity has been referred to as "Jewishness"
(Schoenfeld: 171) 

"

Baber (1953) found that the chirdren of Jewish-
Gentile intermarriages were being brought up in the Jewish
religion more frequently than in either the catholic or
Protestant faiths. Goldstein and Goldscheider (1966) ín
their Providence, Rhode rsland study subst.antiate Baber¡s
findings. Bigman (rgs7), Kertzer (L967), and Goldstein
(L964') t on the other hando found that intermarried Jewish
families were brirrging up their children as non-Jews 

"

Rosten (1960), in his Harvard Mischling study, reports that
many of his mischlings' parents tried to maintain a home

atmosphere which was neither Jewish nor Gentile. rn the
words of one of his respondents, it was "a cultureless,'
atmosphere, an atmosphere that lacked any relígious or
national culLure. rn her study of intermarried couples

Maria Levinson (1958-1959) also observed a characteristically
u'cultureless home atmosphere" 

"

Each of the above studies has an element of ambiguity
attached to it because the researchers have neglected to
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define the dimension of identification with Judaism. Babero

for example, found t.hat the children of ,fewísh-Gentire

marriages were brought up in the Jewish religion more

frequently than in either the Catholic or protestant faiths.
He does not however explain what he means by the .Jewish

Rerigion", were these children for example brought up in the
orthodox, conservative t or Reform manner, did the Jewish

religion actually pray an important part in their life or
was the Jewísh curture of more significance to them? As

mentioned. above, each of these stud.ies have produced ambi-

guous results because the dimension of identification with
Judaism was not clearly defined. Another reason for the
ambiguous and inconsistent results of prevj_ous studies may

be related to the local and regional norms of mischling
upbringi-ng, and no characterization of an average mischling
can be meaningful unless it is related. Èo some particular
social group.

The Jewish communities in providence, Rhode rsland
and winnipeg, Mani-toba have a great number of similarities
between them. Both have a relativery large Jewish popula-

tion of approximately 20r000 persons, and in both providence

and winnipeg the Jewish communities are oId, have strong
roots and a strong organizational structure which provides
the framework for a close identification with the community"

Because of the similarities between the two cities mentioned

above the argument will be made that there will be a
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tendency for more offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages
to identify religiously with Judaism than with a religion
other than Judaism. From this we will hypothesize that:

The degree to which the offspring of a Jewish-Gentile intermarriage identify culturally with
Judaism will vary directly with his Jewish
religious identity"

Vte will also hypot.hesize that:

rr rhe_ offspring of a Jewish-Gentire intermarriage
will have a weaker religious and cultural
identity to Judaism than the offspring of a
"homogeneous,' Jewish marriage.

Rosten reports that when a mischlings¡ Jewish

parentage becomes known to a gentile group, he loses status,
but when it becomes known to a Jewish group he gains stat,us

as a social intimate (Rosten, 1964: IO9) " The security he

fee]-s among Jews who accept him as a member of the "tribe"
undoubtedly leads the mischling to regard his Jewishness as

a valuable personal resource, to wish he knew more about his
carefully suppressed Jewish background, to feel an extra
measure of pride in his Jewish parentag.e, to feel a sense of
loyalty toward those Jewish peers who welcome him as an

equal (Ibid.: 66).

The third hypothesis states:

rrr rfr" offspring of a Jewish-Gentile intermarriage
who have no religious affiliation wilt identify
to a greater degree culturally with Judaj_sm than
those offspring of a Jewish-Gentire intermarriage
who identify religiously with a faith other t.hañ
Judaism.
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schoenferd (1969) in his study on sma1l town Jews

found that most non-Jewish women after marriage to a Jew

tend to move toward the Jewish faith, and. their husbands are

thus able to maintain their Jewish identity" As a conse-
quence, schoenfeld found that the exogamous Jew in the small
town does not sever his retationship with the Jewish community

and he continues to declare himself Jewísh.

Bígman (1957), on the other hand supports the conten-
tion that intermarriage is intimately bound up with no

religious identification with Jud.aísm. of significance in
his study is the fact that 2r"5 per cent of those inter-
married term themselves "undecid.ed" as to their religion,
while 39.4 per cent of the totar number declare Èhemselves

to have "no religion,'"
Goldstein and Goldscheider (1968) in their providence,

Rhode rsland study found a tendency for intermarried males

to ídentify themselves as secularistso and. therefore exhibit
a very low religious identity to Judaism.

rt is quite obvious at this point that the above

studies report confrj-cting results. The sharp differential
between the first study and the latter two may reflect
differences in the character of the samples, differences in
the communities and the time at which the studies were con-

ducted¡ âs well as the different geographical rocation of
t'he communities" To add to the confusion, none of the
authors differentiate between rerigious identification and
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cultural identification.

since wj-nnipeg is an urban area and the two above

studies which sampled an urban population had similar
resultsr wê will hypothesize the following:

rv Religiously intermarried Jewish men will havea weaker religious and cultural identity to
Judaism than ,Jewish men who are homogeneously
married

Pressures from Significant Others

only one of Rostenrs 15 mischlings had been given

any Jewish rerigious educatj-on compared with sixty per cent
who had been given some religious education in a christian
church, in twenty-seven per cent of the cases with t,he

explicit consent of the Jewish parent,. To describe the
mischlingrs home atmosphere as ¡rcultureless" therefore,
would overlook a strong and explicit parental bias in favour
of placing their children into the Gentile mainstream of
society" Not a single mischling "could recall even the
slightest desire by (his) Jewish parent for (their children)
to attend Hebrew school or a temple" " (Ibid": 45) 

"

According to the children's testimony, ,'the Jewish parent
was unmoved to give his child even a rudimentary awareness

of Judaism's more tangible features" (Ibid.: 46)"

ïventy-seven per cent of Rosten¡s mischlings said
that mosL of what they knew about Judaism they learned from

their Gentile mother (rbid": 45). Despite this lack of
",Jewishness" and "Judaism" in the home, the mischlings felt
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and incorporated a Jewish "sense of being', as part of them-

selves. All but thirteen per cent of Rosten's mischlings
said they acquired this awareness very early in life; they
were always a\^rare of their Jewishness (Ibid.: 47) " Contact
with Jewish grandparents and other Jewish kin added some-

thing to the casual and. unintentional influences through
which the mischlings felt and incorporated a Jewish "sense
of being" as part of theír identity. Rosten feels that the
personal meaning and varue of this awareness was shaped by

the índividual's direct social experience. Apart from a
felt respect for his Jewish parent the mischling's positive
interest in Jewishness was nurtured by his discovery that
Jews vsere more likely to accept him as a friendr ân egua1,

an intimate, than Gentiles. rn tkre individuar experience

of the mischling, Jewishness \^/as first encountered as a
family mysteryn next as a social burden and then as a bond

of fellowship"

Sumner (1906) Iong ago suggested. that the tendency

to be hostile toward out-groups (and remain ident,ified with
in-groups) is strongly influenced by the presence of
supporting.mores in the natural milieu. The Horowitzes
(1938) found that parents were the primary source of their
children¡s attitude (toward various objects and events).
They found that while younger children were a!^zare of the
teaching process, they discovered that older children had

forgotten the source of their attitudes or had internalized
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them and thus considered them as natural and reasonable.

However, it is 
-in 

the work of Defleur and westie
(1958) and Hamblin (L962), who make Lhe assumption that the
mores are experienced most directly as pressures "sent" by

family and friends, that the most effective tests of the
hypothesis have been achieved" stated expricit.ly the fifth
hypothesis states:

V The tendency to identify with Judaism as aculture and rerigion wilr vary directly withth9 strength of pressures from "signif-icantothers" family, friends, neighbourÃ, etc"

Self-Esteem and Anxiety

coopersmith (L967) points out that the concept of
self-esteem is inevitably a complex one which is formed out
of different experiences, includes a great number of diverse
extensions, is manifest in external objects (the body) as

well as internal ones, and is based. upon different leveIs
and types of competence in dealing with the environment.

The concept of self-esteem is thus multidimensional with the
different dimensions reflecting both the diversiLy of experi-
enceo attributes, capacity, and different emphasis in the
process of abstraction. For the purpose of this study we

focused on only one dimension of this concept--that of
evaluation. we were specifically concerned with the eval-ua-

tive attitude which the individuat h.ords toward himserf as

an object, and with this definition att.empted to ascertain
whether the intermarriage situation gave rise to offspri_ng
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with low self-esteem"

Gordon (L964) points out that a child's growth is
associated not only with physical but also with emotional
factors" He goes on to say that, "the child. who rd.oesn¡t

know who or what he isr because his parents, however happy

their mixed marriage may be, are identified with different
religions, may become emtionally ínsecure and unhappy.,'

Gordon found that the children of intermarriages 'are faced

with problems which tend to produce within them reactions of
gui1t, insecurity and emotionar instability." (Gordon: 318)

He further found that these children may express their
insecurity in many different walrs; they may be highly
irritable, overly sensitive, hostire either directly or
indirectly, negative in their response to other persons,

suspicious of others verbally or even express guilt feelings
in one of many different ways. Tnabirity to ident.ify with
both parents, Gordon found, often tends to create problems

of anxiety and guilt on the part of the offspring of inter-
marriages. Hartman (1958) has stated that when the

individual's rerationship to his environment is dissonant,

we may expect emotional problems in greater numbers and

with greater intensity than is considered I'normal", and

Gordon has given evidence that the intermarriage situation
is often a dissonant one.

Rosten (1960) found that mischlings show "a greater

uncertainty about (their) own moral worth and effectiveness
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and " are more prone to feelings of self-rejection. 
"

They are also less inclined to be serf-deceiving (i.e" more

prone to acknowledge ¡value-violating and emotionally pain-
ful aspects of the self¡) " than either their Jewish or
Gentile peers (Rostenz 74)

Rosenberg (1965) found that children raised in a

dissonant relígious environment tend to manifest symptoms

of emotionar disturbance. The reason for this he believes
is the insecurity which stems from lack of integration in a

group, issuing from a feeling of social isolation, a sense

of being "different", an absence of o'belongingness".

The above studies point to the forlowing character-
ístics of mischlings' emotionar insecurity: Guilt, overly
sensitiveness, overtly hostile and serf-rejecting. The

characteristics which were dealt with in the above studies,
support the premise that mischlings have low self-esteem
since these characteristics are aspects of low self-esteem.
We will therefore hypothesize the following:

vr rhe offspring of Jewish-Gentile i-ntermarriages
will have a lower level of self-esteem than theoffspring of .fewish-Jewish homogeneous marriages.

Rosenberg (1965) reports that the lower the subjectrs
self-esteem level, the more likely he is to report experi-
encing various physiological indications of anxiety--hand
trembling, nervousness, insomnia, heart pounding, pressures

or pains in the head, shortness of breath, etc.
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rn addition to these psychophysiologicar indicators,
Fromm-Reichmann (1960) has suggested that anxiety is mani-
fested by (1) "interference with thinking processes and

concentrations", (2) "a frequently object-less feeling of
uncertainty and helplessness" (3) ,'intellectuaI and

emotional preoccupation" and (4) r'blocking of communicatj_on',.

(Fromm-Reichmann: I29-130) " Rosenberg found that with
regard to every one of the indicators of anxiety cited,
people low in self-esteem were conspicuously more Iikely
than those with high serf-esteem to report having such

experiences.

Lipsitt (1958) asked 3oo fourth-fifth- and sixth-
grade boys and girls to indicate whether each of a series
of adjectives was "very rike them" or "very unlike them,',

They were then asked whether each of the traits was

personally desirabl-e or undesirable. This provided an

overall index of the good-bad d.imension of their level- of
self-esteem" They also took an anxiety testo and the
results showed that children with low self-esteem were more

anxious at a statistically significant leveI for both boys

and girls, than children with high self-esteem.

coopersmith (1959) used the childrens Form of the
Manifest Anxiety scale for a different sample of fifth and

sixth grade children--ro2 Ln number--but used a dj_fferent
measure of self-esteem. He found that chirdren who had

high serf-esteem were significantly less anxious than those
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\,rith low self-esteem.

Mitchell (1959) measured the self-es.teenr of 10O

freshman and sophomore women students, and correLated their
anxiety score with leveI of self-esteem. The results
showed a significant negative rerationship between Ievel of
self-esteem and degree of anxiety"

Studies by Crandall and Bellugi (1954) using a
different measure of adjustment--the rncomplete senÈence

Techníque--substantiate the above findings.
The above studies give evidence that there is a

negative rerationship between serf-esteem and anxiety and

therefore a corollary to hypothesis six will be:

VI, Tl. offspring of Jewish-Gentile j_ntermarriages
will have a higher level of anxiety than the
offspring of Jewish-Jewish homogeneous marriages 

"

Rosenberg (1965) found that Jewish adolescents have

somewhat higher self-esteem than Protest.ant and catholic
adolescents" Of his sample, Rosenberg found that 53 per

cent of the Jewish students and 43 per cent of the cathotic
and 43 per cent of the Protestant students had high self-
esteem. Although these differences are not very large they

are statistically significant.

Studies by Anisfeldn Bogo and Lambert (L952) found

a significant difference in levels of self-esteem among

Jewish, Catholic and Protestant high school students"

Jewish students rated themselves on a self-esteem scale
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Further studies by Coopersmith

among Jewishu protestant and Catholic
borates the above fj_ndings.

on the basis of the above findings we wirl offer the
following sub-hypothesis .

vrr rhe offspríng of Jewish-Gentile intermarriagesrh9 identify religiously and/or curturalry witrr
Judaism will have a higher level of self-ãsteemthan the offspring of Jewish-Genti1e inter_
marriagg: *hg do not identify relj-giously and/orculturally with Judaism

A corollary to sub-hypothesis VII is:
vrra Tl.. offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages

wh9 identify religiously anð"/or culturalry witrr
Judaism wirl have a lower revel of anxiet! thanthe offspr:ing of Jewish-Gentire intermarrirg""
who do not identify religiousry and/or culturarlywitfr Judaism

Alienation

seemen (1959) categorizes five basic ways in which
the concept of arienation has been used., namery, powerless-

ness, meaninglessness, normressness, ísolation and sel-f-
estrangement. Following the Marxist tradition, seemen

defined powerlessness as "the expectancy or probability
herd by the individual that his own behaviour cannot deter-
mine the occurrence of the outcomes t or reinforcements, he

seeks" (Seemen: 784) " The second type of alienation,
meaninglessness, refers to the individualrs sense of under-
standing the events in which he is engaged. seemen defined
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(L967) on self-esteem

adolescents corro-
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high alienation in the meaningless usag-e when, "the individ-
ual is unclear as to what he ought to believe when the
individualrs minimal standards for clarity in decision-
making are not met"', (fbid t 786) .

Following Mertonrs lead, seemen defined the norm-

lessness category or the anomic situation, from the individ-
uaI point of view, "as one in which there is a high expect-
ancy that socially unapproved behaviours are required to
achieve given goals" (rbid.: 7gB) . The alienated in the
isolation sense are those who, like t.he intellectual,
¡'assign low reward varue Lo goals or beliefs that are
t'ypically highly valued in the given society,'. Finally,
alienation in the sense of self-estrangement was defined by

seemen "as the degree of dependence of the gi-ven behaviour
uqon anticipated future rewards" (Ibid.: 7gO) 

"

A minority of Rosten¡s respondents to whom a Gentile
identity meant a great deal, sa\,v their mischli-ng status
o'almost compretely as a detrimenL, an unwanted burden which
they basically resented" " others confessed that they were

confused and indecisive about where their Jewishness ends

and their Gentileness begins.

only "07 per cent of Rosten's mischlings claim a

Gentile identity without qualification. Not one regards
himself as a Jew" The majority "tend. to feel they l-ive in
a limbo between the two groups, not a,Jew, not a Gentile,
but a unique combination of both" (Rosten: 40) " Learning
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to live in a world which does not validate the status for
which they r^rere groomed, the mischli-ngs try to fashion a ne\ô/

role--"an identity where they will not have to aband.on

either side of their heritage. His interview findings lead

Rosten to conclude that the mischling "lacks a crear sense

of where he belongs" " He is ethnicalry isolated from

most of mankind" (Rosten: 60) "

Gordon (1964) points out that the children of the

intermarried can very easily be psychologically regarded as

"marginalr' shourd they lack clear-cut religious identity,
living as they do, on the margins of two religious and

cultural worlds. "Because humans seem to require both serf
and group appraisalr" says Gordon, "any act that tends to
prevent us from acquiring either tends to make us insecure,

uncertain of ourselves and of our ident.ity in varyíng

d.egrees " "

Rosten states: "A mischling may be buffeted between

the two cultures unable to form a firm attachment to either"
. When a Jew and a Gentile marry, both bring with them

remnants of their upbringing permeated with these different
traditions, remnants which, unless one side is completely

repressed, will undoubtedly affect the coupre's children."
zimmerman and cervantes (1960) agree that these different
traditions only confuse the child and make it difficult for
him to make a choice between the two or even to accept both.

As Rosten has pointed out, the mischling has a
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meaningless identity, he is confused and indecisive about

where their Jewishness end.s and their Gentileness begins.
They lack a crear sense of belonging, they have all felt
the bewilderment and hurt of never really belonging to any

ethnic group. The marginar status of the mischring leads

to the following hypothesis"

vrrr rh9_offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages
will experience a greater degree of alienation
than. the offspring of Jewish homogeneous
marriages 

"

Marital Happiness

Be11 (1938) r Weeks (1943), Landis (l-g49) , Monahan

and Kephant (1954), chancellor and Monahan (1955), and

Goode (1956) found that marriages in which both husband and

wife hold to their separate religious faiths have a much

higher rate of failure than those where both members hold
the same faith" Further studies by Landis (1960), Zimmerman

and cervantes (1960), and Heiss (1961), Burchínal and

chancellor (1963) support the contention that marriage
between persons of different faiths appears to have less
chance of being happy or successful.

The findings of christensen and Barber (L967) with
respect to divorce show that: (1) among the intrafaith,
Protestants are highest, Jews next, and catholics lowest;
(21 the slightly higher rate for the combined interfaith
group compared with the combined intrafaith group is,
though in the expected direction, so small that it probably
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should be ignored; (3) among the interfaith, mixed Jewish
showed the highest incidence of marital breakup and Catholic-
husband-with-protestant-wife the lowest. christensen and

Barber arso found Lhat homogeneous Jewish marriages were

very low on divorce, almost as low as catholics, suggesting
the strength of this grouprs family orientation when the
spouses are able to reinforce each other in it. But the
highest of all divorce index for mixed Jewish marriages
suggests either that it is chiefly the more emancipated who

marry across religious lines or that mixed marriages
invorving Jews result in an overdose of tensions t oE both
of these.

Locke (195I), on the other hand, comparing 200

divorced couples with 2oo happily married coupres in a

sample taken from an Tndiana county, does not believe that
religious differences constituted a significant factor in
Lhe divorced group.

Prince (L962) in his study of Ig4 interfaith
marriages found that more than half the spouses who contracted
interfaith marriages stated they were either very satisfied
or entirely satisfied with their marriage. Less than lo per
cent reported any degree of dissatisfaction. He arso found

that there was no relationship between the degree of satis-
faction with interfaith marriages and. the religous combina-

t.ions of the couple.

Dyer and Luckey (196I) in their study of marital
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happiness found no significant difference between marriages

which were religiously heterogeneous and those that were

religiously homog'eneous, Jewish-Gentile intermarriages did
not. constitute part of their sample. The findings of this
study do not concur with the results of some of the previous
research in the field. This may be accounted for in part
by the type of sampre selected. The subjects who partici-
pated in this study had at one time chosen a course in
marriage as an elective university credit" Another factor
to consider is that the subjects who participated in the
stud.y were young couples who had hardly embarked on parent-
hood, and as they confront the problems inherent in rearing
children in a religiously mi-xed home, marital satisfaction
may decrease.

Dyer and Luckey point out that. the results of this
study may effecL a trend i-n our present society to accept

and deal more adequately with the denominationally hetero-
geneous marriage. with an increase in the number and

variety of socially mixed marriages, couples may be learning
adjustive techniques that make maritat satisfaction possible
in spite of the pair's differences.

The present author is prepared. to accept. the argu-
ment stated above by Dyer and Luckey and hypothesize the
following:

IX There will be no difference in the d.egree of
marital happiness expressed by the members ofa Jewish-Gentile intermarriage and the membersof a Jewish intramarriage.
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METHODOLOGY

This chapter wirr be organized in the forlowing
way; first, we will give a very brief description of the
community which was studied, secondly we will outline the
sampling procedure and field techniques which were utilized
in the study. rn the third section we will describe how we

operationalized the dependent variabres and independent

variable and the scares used to measure them. rn the
fourth section we will summarize the statistical technique
which was used in the analysis of the data.

Community

The site of the study was Winnipeg, Manitoba, an

urban city with a population of approximatery 50o,0oo people.
Geographically winnipeg is a rather isolated prairie city
which is not located close to any other major city. The

population of winnipeg consists of people from many differ-
ent nationalities, including large French, polish, rcelandic,
German, Jewish and Ukrainian ethnic groups.

Sampling Procedures and Field Techniques

A purposive sample of twenty Jewish (male) Gentile
(female) marriages with at least one child six years old or
order was drawn" The pre-test found children younger than

29
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6 years old too young to comprehend the questions put to
them. A sample of thirty Jewish homogeneous marriages with
at least one child six years old or old.er was also drawn for
comparison purposes.

The sampre of twenty intermarried couples was

collected by asking the various Rabbis in the city of
winnipeg for the names of intermarried couples who met our
criteria. rn addition to this we contacted severar protes-
tant ministers and Roman catholic priests ín the city of
Winnipeg for the names of Jewish-Gentile intermarried couples
that they may have known of who met our criteria. The

"Grapevine Method", a phrase coined by the present author,
was also utilized in obtaining the intermarried sample.

Basically the n'Grapevine lfethod" consisted of asking numer-

ous people for the names of Jewish-Gentile intermarríed
couples that they knew of. upon receiving the names of
these intermarried coupres we were in touch with them by

retter in which we furly explained the purpose of our study
and asked them to carefully consider co-operating with us as

subjects" complete anonymi-ty was guaranteed. Approximately
three days after receiving the letter the potenÈial subjects
were telephoned. and asked their decj_sion concerning the
study.

A proportional stratified random sample of thirty
homogeneous Jewj-sh couples was selected for comparison

purposes as follows: The Rabbis of each synagogue in
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vüínnipeg (approximately 11) were aåked to submit a list of
the Jewish homogeneous marrj-ed couples in their respective
congregations with at least one chird six years old or ol-der.
By calling on all the Rabbis to submit lists we were abre to
draw our homogeneous sample from orthod.ox, conservative and

Reform Jews. fn addition to this the Executive Director of
the canadian Jewish congress in winnipeg was asked to submit
a list of Jewish homogeneous married couples in winnipeg.
The reason for this was that we did not want our homogeneous

sample to consist only of Jewish couples who were members of
a synagogue" The list provided by the canadian Jewish

congress enabled us to add Jews to our homogeneous sample

who did not hold a synagogue membership.

sub jects \^rere interviewed in their homes. The data
was corrected through the use of an interview schedule" The

interviewers for both the intermarríeds and intramarrieds
lr/ere Jewish males.

Measurement of Vari-ab1es

The major independent. variable for Lhis study was

type of marriage, i.e" Jewish-Gentile intermarriage (Hetero-
geneous marriages) and Jewish-Jewish marriag,es (Homogeneous

marriages) " The dependent variables are listed berow and

next to them the family members who were tested on that
particular variable" As was previously stated, because of
the cause-effect relationship with some of the dependent

variables, it was possibte to use them as both independent
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and dependent variables.
(A) Religious rdentity (Father and children 6 and over)
(B) cultural rdentity (Father and children 6 and over)
(C) Marital Happiness (Husband and Wife)

(D) Pressures from Significant Others (Children 9 and over)
(E) Self-Esteem (chitdren 9 and over)
(F) Anxiety (Children 9 and over)
(c) Alienation (Chitdren 9 and over)

children between the ages of 6 - g were not tested
for pressures from significant others, alienation, serf-
esteem and anxiety because the pre-test found these children
t.oo young to comprehend the questions put to them.

A modified form of Rinder's Jewish rdentity scale
\das used to measure the salience and type of Jewish identity.
Rinderts scale was chosen over numerous other scales because

ít is a multi-dimensj-onal scale which contains separate
items to test for religious identity and curtural identity.
Jewish culturar identity was operationally defined as

follows: "rdentifying with Jewish values, idears and

ethnicity". The cultural identity items deal with such

things as enjoyment of Kosher style foods, Jewish riterature,
Jewish achievements, Jewish thought and way of rife.

Jewish rerigious idenLity was operationalry defined
as follows: "rdentifying with Judaism principally in
rerigious terms and adhering to the laws of the Torah".
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The religious identity items dealt with religíous institu-
tions, religious values and rituals, membership in rerigious
organizations and upon attendance of their functions "

The offspring of both intermarried and intramarried
families who were 16 years ord and over \^7ere given the
modified version of Rinder!s Jewish identity scaler âs were

the fathers in both types of families (see Appendix A).
since none of the Jewish id.entity scales which have

been designed. in the past for chirdren between the ages of
6 ' 15 have adequately been able to tap the rerigious and

cultural identity to Judaism of chiLdren this âg€r we

designed our own. The children's Jewish identity scare

consisted of two parts; the first part, which was administered
to the children of both intermarried and intramarried
fanilies between the ages of 6 - g t consisted of defining
a number of words pertaÍning to Judaism as well as a few

situational questions (see Appendix A). The second hal_f of
the scale which consisted of more sophistícated questions

was administered to children of both intermarried and intra-
married families between the agies of g - 15 (see Appendix A) .

Lipsitt's Self Concept Scale

rn order to test for the degree of self-esteem in
children between the ages of 9 - 15 a modified version of
Lipsítt's self-concept scale for chirdren was utirized.
Lipsittrs scale was chosen because it was felt that this
scale could best tap the degree of serf-esteem in young
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children (see Appendix A).

rn order to test for the degree of serf-esteem in
adolescents and young adults, !6 years and older, a modified
version of Rosenbergrs self-esteem scale was utilized. The

scale was administered to adolescents and young adurts in
both intermarried and intramarried families. The self-
esteem scale is a Guttman scale, with positive and negative
statements presented alternately in order to reduce the
danger of respondent set (see Appendix A).

The reproduceability and scalability coefficients
for Rosenbergrs serf-esteem scale are as folrows:

Reproduceability z 93>o

Scalability (items) : 732

Scalability (individuals) : 72s"

A modified version of Taylor's revised form of the
Manifest Ànxiety scale was utilized to measure anxiety in
16 year ords and over, of both intermarried and intramarried
families (see Appendix A) " This scale was chosen because

after carefur consideration it was felt that it was the best
available test for manifest anxiety in 16 year olds and

above.

Taylor (1953) in her studies using The Manifest

Anxiety scale found an r of "gB after an intertest interval
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of four weeks 
"

Ïn order to obtain the scores of anxiety for children
between the ages of g - 15 a modified version of the
children's Form of the Manifest Anxiety scale d.esigned by

castaneda, Mccandless and palermo (1956) was utilized. This
scale was chosen because of our knowredge it is the only one

that exists to test manifest anxiety in children (see

Appendix A).

A one week retest retiability averag'es about " 90 for
the children's Form of the t"Ianifest Anxiety scale in past
studies (castaneda, Mccandless and parermo: 1956) " No addi-
tional items were included. in the present form of the test
to provide an index of the subject¡s tendency to falsify
his responses to the anxiety items (L scale score). The

reason for not including the L scale score v,/as because

castaneda, Mccandless and palermo (1956) found no correla-
tion between the anxiety score and. the L scale score"

Pressures From Significant Others Scale

For the purposes of this study u'pressures from

significant otherst' was defined as pressures from parents,
grandparents, auntso uncles, and friends to identify with
Judaism" After an extensive review of the existing ritera-
tureo [o scale on "pressures from significant others" could
be found which would be applicable to the present study,
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therefore we designed our own scale (see Appendix A). The

scale was pre-tested prior to administering it to our sample

and we found that the items on the scale were easily under-
stood and meaningful to the subjects on whom we conducted

the pre-test.

Deanrs Alienation Scale

rn order to measure the degree of arienation in the
offspríng of both intermarried and intramarried famiries, a

modified version of Dean's (196r) Alienation scare was used..

Dean¡s scale was chosen over a number of other scales because

of its mulÈidimensionalíty, its reliability and its suit-
ability to the present study. The Alienation scale con-

sisted of three sub-scales, powerlessness, Normlessness,

and social ïsolation (see Append.ix A). The items from each

of the sub-scales \,vere rotated in order to minimize the
possíbility of the halo effect. Dean found the total Aliena-
tion scale to have a reriabirity of .78 when corrected. He

found the reliability of the "powerlessness" sub-scare

tested by the "spIit-haIf" technique was "78 when corrected
by the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula.

Dean found the reliability on the normressness sub-

scale when corrected was .73" The social rsoration sub-

scale had a "sp1it-half" reliability of "94 when corrected
for attenuation. Dean found the correlation coefficients
between the sub-scales were consid.erably above the .01 leve]
of significance. This suggests that it is quite feasible to
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consider

concept 
"

the sub-scales as belonging the same general

To measure the degree of marital happiness on the
part of the members to the íntermarriage and intramarriagen
Burgess and cottrell's Marital Happiness scare was utilized.
This scale was chosen over numerous other scales because it
has been shown to be fairry reriabre, it is relatively
short and quite suitable to the present study. rt is
important to note that in using thís scale we changed the
unit of analysis from the "marítar couple" to the ind.ividual,
We, therefore, interpreted. the scores on the Marital
Happiness scare as the degree of happiness of the individual
spouse in the marriage relationship.

The marital happiness scare consisted simply of one

item (see Append.ix A) . No attempÈ was made in this part of
the schedule to define the term "happiness ". The question

was left for each person to ansÌ¡ver in the light of his own

understanding of its meaning" rt was assumed that husbands

and wives \¡/ere competent to report whether or not they were

happy in their married 1ife.
Burgess and Cottrell believed that Lhe happiness

question by itself was the most valid singre indication of
the happiness of the marriage. Their anarysis indicated
that responses to the question had considerable reliability"

to

and Cottrellrs Marital Happiness Scale
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For example, 72 per cent of 25r couples agreed exactly with
each other on the rating they gave their marriage. Also,
independent ratings of the marriage by an outsider agreed
with that of the couple in 90 per cent of the cases within
one category

Statistical Technique

The statistical method utilized in the analysis of
the data was measures of association which have a p.R.E.
(proportioral redu"tio' ir error) interpr"tation. since the
heterogeneous sampre was not a random one, a statistical
test of significance could not be conducted. The rationale
for choosing p"R.E. measures \4/as that they have a clear
operational inLerpretation. The strength, (and in the case

of Gamma, the directi.on) of the relationship between the
variables is revealed by the p"R.E" measures which deter-
mined whether the hypotheses were supported or not.

Because both ordinar and nominar data had been

collected, Theta and Gamma were the two p.R,E. measures

chosen to analyze the data. when the independent variabLe
under study was nominal and the dependent vari_abre ordinal,
Theta becomes the only appropriate measure (without reducing
the reveL of measurement of the dependent variabres). Gamma

\,vas used when both variables \^/ere ordinal in levei_.

since both measures have p.R.E. interpretations,
this enhances comparability. The measures permit one to
make predictions about the values of one variable (dependent)
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when knowledge about the values of another variabre (inde-
pendent) is known. A Gamma of .50, for example, can be

interpreted as the ability to reduce errors in guessing

about the order of pairs on one variable by 50% when know-

ledge about the order of the same pairs on the other vari-
able is available. Alson Gamma reveals the direction of
the relationship beLween the variables. Theta allows a

similar interpretation; however, because it deals with
nominal data the direction of the relationship is not
revealed"

As previously statedo different scales \,vere utirized
to measure the same variables because one scare was con-
sidered more appropriate for the younger subjects and the
other more appropriate for the order subjecLs. The results
wiIl, therefore, be interpreted separately for the three age

categories. Because age group and scale were confounded,
inconsistent results (i"e" where the hypotheses are supported
for one age group and not for the other) will pose problems

in interpretation. For example, is the result due to âg€¿

or is it due to scale? rt is important to note that the
data had to be treated separately for each age group since
it was decided not to equate scores on one scale with scores
on the other" The reason for this being that the scales
\'üere different, consequently the items and scoring procedures

for each of the scales was different. But the reader should

be cautioned that age is not being introduced. as a inter-
vening variable"



CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

rn order to facilitate the testing of hypotheses a

number of "test hypotheses" and "test cororlaries" were

designed which stated the original hypotheses in terms of
operationar definitions and which spelled out the procedure

used in theÍr measurement. Moving from general "theoreti-
cal" hypotheses to more specific t'operationar" hypotheses

(test hypotheses) enabled the testing of the variables as

operationally defined

The following abbreviations will be used in
referring to the scales mentioned in the 'test hypotheses""

J.R.I.S.' Jewish Religious Ïdentity Scale for 6 - B

year olds"

J.R.I.S"Z ,Jewish Religious Identity Scale for g - 15

year olds.

J"R.r.s.3 - Jewish Religious rdentity scale for 16 year

olds and over.

J.C"I.S"t Jewish Cultural ldentity Scale for 6 - B

year olds.

J"C"I.S.Z Jewish Cultural Ïdentity Scale for g - 15

year olds.

J"C"I.S.¡ - Jewish Cultural Identity Sca1e for 16 yeaï

olds and over.
40
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A1.S"1

A1"S"2

s.E"s.1

s"E.s.2

Anx" S",

Anx. S.,

P.S"O.S"

Alienation Sca1e for 9 - 15 year olds.
Alienatj-on Scale for 16 year olds and over.
Self-Esteem Scale for g - 15 year olds.
Self-EsLeem Scale for 16 year olds and over.
Anxiety Sca1e for 9 15 year oIds.

Anxiety Scale for 16 year olds and over.
Pressures from Significant Others Scale for
9 - 15 year olds AND 16 year olds and over.

Jewish Reliqious Identitv and

,, l""= hypothesized that there would be a positive
relationship between scores on J"R.r.s. and J.c.r.s. for
the offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarríages" In
analyzing the data, a Gamma of l.OO (see Table 1) was

found when J"R'r.s., was correlated with J.c.r.s., which

lends very st.rong support to Lhe hypothesis. However¡ âs

was pointed out earlier, the sample of heterog.eneous off-
spring that was administered the J.R.I.S.t and J.C.I.S,l
was very smaIl"

Vfhen J"R.I.S.Z was correlated. with J.C.I.S., for
the offspring of Jewish-Gentj-le intermarriages, the results
were found to be consistent with the above findings. The

two variables were found to be positively associated, the
value of Gamma being "44 (see Table r), which lends support.

to the hypothesis"
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Table 1

The Relationship Between Jewish Religious
Identity and. Jewish Cultura1 ldentity for

The Offspring of Jewish-Gentile Intermairiages
(Measures of Association in Terms of Cammã)

Jewish
Identit

Cultural Jewish Religious Identity
12

Scale
3ScaIe

1.00

.44

.41

N_

F'urther consistency was found between these two

variables when J.R.r.s"3 was correlated with J.c.r.s.3 for
the treterogeneous offspring" The varue of Gamma was found

to be .41 (see Table 1), which agaj-n supports the hypothesis.
These findings indicate that the degree t.o which Èhe off-
spring of a Jewish-Gentire intermarriage identify culturalry
with Judaism is positively related to Jewish rerigious
ídentity.

Jewish Religious and Cultural

st hypothesis, Lhe second

hypothesis stated that the offspring of ,Jewish-Gentile

int,ermarriages will socre lower on J. R. I. S " and J. C. I. S "

'than the of f spring of homogeneous Jewish marriages. A

Theta of 1"00 (see Tabre 2) was found when type of marriage

1

2

3

15 20
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was correrated with J.R"r.s.t. Although these findings
support the hypothesis, it is again important to note that
the sample size was fairly small.

A Theta of 1"00 (see Table 2) was found when Èype

of marriage and J.R.r.s.2 were correrated, which strongly
supports the hypothesis" when type of marriage \{as corre-
lated with J"R.r"s.3r the value of Theta was found to be

"84 (see Table 2), which is again consistent with the above

findíngs.

TABLE 2

The Relationship Between Jewish Rerigious rdentityand Jewish cultural rdenLity and Ty[e of laarriagå
(Measures of Association in fermè of Theta)

Identity Type of Marriage N

1. 00

1. 00

1.00

.98

.84

"40

L2

L2

49

49

34

34

The present findings strongly suggest that the
offspring of a Jewish-Gentj-Le intermarriage wirl have a
weaker religious identity to Judaism than the offspring of
"homogeneous" Jewish marriages.

When the J"C"I.S" 's were correlated with type of
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marriage the results \^/ere again very similar (see Table 2),
suggesting that the offspring of a Jewish-Gentile inter-
marriage will have a weaker cultural identity to Judaism

than the offspring of Jewish homogeneous marriages.

ït was then hypothesized that the offspring of
Jewish-Gentile íntermarriages who state that they have no

relígious affiliation will score higher on Èhe J.c.r.s. than
the offspring of Jewish-Gentile interroarriages who state
that their religious affiliations are to a faith other than
Judaism. when the type of religious affiriation was corre-
lated with J"c.r.s"1, J.c.r"s.z and J.c.r.s,3, the value of
Theta was 1"00 , .39, and. "40 respectj-vely, which supports
the hypothesis (see Table 3).

TASLE 3

The Relationship Between Jewish Cultural
Identity and Religious Affiliation

(Measures of Association in Terms of Theta)

i-ous Affiliation and Jewish Cultural Identit

Cultural Identity Religious Affiliation N

J.C"r.S"1

J.C.I.S"2

,f.c"I.s"3

1.00

" 39

.40

3

11

15

The present data seem to
of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages

indicate that
who staÈe they

the offspring

have no
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reli-gious affiliation show a higher degree of cultural
identity to Judaism than the offspring of Jewish-Gentile
intermarriages who identify religiousry with a faith other
than Judaism. perhaps one of the reasons for these findi-ngs
is that for those offspring of a Jewish-Genti-Ie inter-
marriage who have an affiriation to a faith other than
Judaism, cultural identity to Judaism causes dissonance, and

therefore a rejection of the curtural facet of Judaism would
be necessary for consonance to occur.

{iy1sh=Rp,ifr+oqq qnd Cutrural rdenriry andryp

t"" religious and curtural idenÈity of the homo-

geneously and het.erogeneously married men were considered
next, and it was hypothesized that intermarried Jewish men

will score lower on J"R.r.s" and J.c.T.s" than Jewish men

who are homogeneously married. when J.R.r.s., was corre-
lated with type of marriage for male spouses only the value
of Theta was .67 (see Tabl_e 4)¡ and when J.C.I.S.3 was

correlated with type of marriâ9er for male spouses onlyn
a Theta of .80 (see Table 4) \^/as found.

The data therefore seems to suggest that Jewish

who marry outside of their faith have a weaker religious
cultural identity to Judaism than Jewish men who marry

within their faith.

men

and
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TASLE 4

The Relationship Between Jewish Religious and.Cultural Identity and Type of-'
Marriage for Male Spouses

(Measures of Association in Terms of Theta)

Identity Type of Marriage

Religious

CuILuraI
"67

.80

]rJ =

Pressures from Sígnificant Others and Jewish

The fifth hypothesis stated. that for both the off-
spring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages and Jewish homo-

geneous marriages there will be a positive correlatj-on
between P.s"o.s" and the J.R.r.s" and the J.c.r"s.. when

P.s.o"s" was correrated with J"R" r.s.2t for the homogeneous

offspring, the value of Gamma was "16 (see Table 5); and

when P.s.o"s" was correlated with J.c.T.s., for the homo-

geneous offspring, the value of Gamma was "2r (see Table 5).
These findings do not lend any substantiar support to the
hypothesis. However, the correration between p.s.o.s. and

J"R"T"s", for the heterogeneous off spring \¡/as found to be

strong, the varue of Gamma being "65 (see Table 5), and "g2
in the case of J.C.I.S"2 (see Table 5)"

50
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TABLE 5
The Rerationship Between pressures from significantothers and Jewish _Religious and curtural Ídentityfor both the Offspring of Jewish HomogeneousMarriages and Jewish-Gentile Intermarii.g""

(Measures of Assocíation in Terms of Gamña)

Pressures
Signíficant

from
OthersIdentit Scal-e

J"R"I.S.2

J"C" I.S.z
J"R"I"S.z

J"C"r.S.z

J.R.I.S"¡

,.f.c.r.s"3

J,R"I"S.¡

J.C"I"S.:

(Homogeneous )

(Homogeneous )

(ueterogeneous )

(Heterogeneous )

(Homogeneous )

(Homogeneous )

(Heterogeneous )

(Heterogeneous )

.16

"2L

.6s

"92

.28

.11

"L2

.51

34

34

15

15

I4

14

20

20

The present data suggest then, that there is a

strong positive correlation between scores on p.s.o.s" and

J.R"r.s"z as well as between p"s"o.s" and J.c.r.s.2 for the
heterogeneous offspring, but not for the homogeneous off-
spring. A reason for this difference between the hetero-
geneous and homogieneous group may perhaps be that the off-
spring of homogeneous marriages do not define pressures

from significant others when in fact they actually exist.
rf the homogeneous offspring have been socialized to take
part in Jewish religj-ous and curtural life, then there is a

good possibility t,hat they have probably accepted and
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incorporated the values of the Jewish subculture into their
lives. participating i-n the rerigious and curtural life of
the Jewish community becomes the norm, and, if they deviate
in any way from these norms, sanctions may be drawn against
them and they may very well feel pressures from significant
others. Tf they donrt deviate from the norms of Jewish
religious and cultural life, then these "pressures,, may be
present in a more subtle fashion not directly experienced.
by the offspring of Jewish homogeneous marriages.

The heterogeneous offspring, on the other hand¡ ilây
experi-ence Pressures from significant others because there
ar.e two faiths wiLhin their famiries and. their Jewish parent
and grandparents may be exerting pressure (as defined by
the mischling) to identify with ,Jewish religious and cultural
life. Pressures from significant others for the offspring
of Jewish-Gentile intermarri-ages between the ages of g - 15

may be more apparent but not necessarily greater.
When p"S.O.S" was correlated with J.R.I.S.: for the

homogeneous offspring, the value of Gamma was "zB (see Table
5); and when P.s.o.s. was correlated with J.c.r.s.3 for the
homogeneous offspring, the value of Gamma was .11 (see Table
5) ' which does not rend any substantial support to the
hypothesis. Furthermore, when p. s. o. s. \,vas correrated with
J"R"r.s.¡ for the heterogeneous offspring the value of Gamma

\,{as "L2 (see Table 5), which certainry does not support the
hypothesis. However, when p.s.o.s. was correl-ated with
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.l"c.r.s.: for the heterogeneous group, the value of Gamma

rdas.51 (see Table 5), which does rend support to the hypo-
thesis 

"

These findings indicate that there is a stronger
posi-tive correJation between scores on p.s.o.s. and scores
on J.R.r.s.3 for the homogeneous offspring than for the
heterogeneous offspring. The findings also suggest that the
correlation between scores on p.s"o"$. and J.c.r.s.3 is
stronger for the offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages.

t A reason for this may simply be that the offspring of the
homogeneous marriages define the situation as one in which
more pressure is being sent to identify religiously, rather
than culturally, with Judaism. perhaps one of the reasons
that Leads them to such a definition of the situation is
that pressures sent to identify religiously with Judaism
might be obvious, whereas pressures sent to identify
culturally might be more subtle. For example, offspring of
homogeneous famiries might be asked (or even t.oId) to attend
synagogue services or to adhere to dietary laws, whereas

they would not be forced. to read yiddish or Hebrew litera-
ture" such literature might well be brought into the home

by the parents, but direct pressure would not be sent to
them to read such literature"

one of the reasons for there being a stronger corre-
lation between scores on p.s.o.s. and scores on J.c.r.s.3
for the heterogeneous offspring may perhaps be attributed
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to the fact that 75e. of the heterog.eneous offspring 16 years

o1d and over stated that they had no religious preference,
or that if they did, it was not to Judaism. A majority of
the heterogeneous offspring therefore would. not experj-ence

any pressures from significant others to identify reli-
giously with Judaism; however, their Jewish parent, auntso

uncles and grandparents might. feel that they should at
least have a minimal degree of cultural identity with
Judaism and therefore send pressures in this direction.

Self-esteem and Type of Marriage

rn comparing the variables of self-esteem and type
of marriage it was hypothesized that the offspri-ng of

'Jewish-Gentile intermarriages will score lower on the s.E.s"
(self-esteem scale) than the offspríng of Jewish homogeneous

marriages" The value of Theta was .25 (see Table 6) when

s"E.s., was correlated with type of marriag€r which does

not support the hypothesis, similarry, when s.E.s.2 was

correlated with type of marriage the value of Theta was only

"04 (see Tabre 6), which also does not support the hypothesis.
ïn attempting to explain why the data did not

support test hypothesis vr, we first looked at the variable
of social class because the majority of both homogeneous and

heterogeneous offspringi came from the upper middle class.
studies by Rosenberg (1965) and. coopersmith (L967), however,

show that there is no crear and definite pattern of relation-
ships between social crass and positive and negative
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attitude toward the self.

TABLE 6

The Relationship between self-Esteem and Type ofMarriage for the Heterogeneous and Homogeneous órrspring(Measures of Association in termJ of Theta)

SeIf-Esteem Type of Marriage N

Scale 
1

Sca1e 
2

"25

"04

49

34

The author next attempted to answer the question by

looking into the area of child-rearing practices and norms,

specifically parental interest in the child. past research
shows some interesting findings in this area. Rosenberg

(1965), for example, suggests that social classes contain
norms, that amongi these norms is a somewhat comprex system

of family relationships involving the closeness of the
father to sons and to daughters, and that these norms may

have a bearing upon the chirds self-esteem. similarly
recent studies of social crass and parentar values have

clearly shown that middle class and working-cIass parents

tend to differ in their child rearing varues and practices.
studies by Kohn and carrorl (1960) and Rosenberg (1965)

found that middle class children \,vere more IikeIy than

working-c].ass to have "supporting" (tending to support,
encourage or praise the child) fathers. Rosenberg also
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found that amongst protestants, caËholics and Jews, very few

parents gave any indication of indifference toward their
children, but where such evidence did appear, it was least
like1y to be found among Jewish parents" Rosenberg (1965)

and Coopersmith (L967) both conclude from their studies that
parental interest is closery related. to the child's self-
esteem. coopersmith found that the association between

parentar índifference and child.rents self-esteem is not an

artifact of associated or role characteristics. Tn other
words, whether one belongs to the upper-uppêrr lower-midd.le

or lower sociar cLasses, whether one is a protestant,

catholic or Jew, male or female, whether one lives in a

large city, a medium sized community or a small town--
whichever of these conditions prevair, the results are

essentially the same: rf parents manifesÈ indifference to
the child, then the child ís less 1ike1y to have a high
leveI of self-esteem.

The most striking differences in self-esteem appear,

then, not when we consider the factor of prestige ranking
in the broader society, but when we consider specific aroups
which probably represent distinctive subcultures" such

groups tend to be characterized by distinctive styles of
life; they possess characteristic conceptions of right or
lrrong; they share certain patterns of val-ues and systems of
aspi-rations; very Iikely they show distinctive kinds of
family life; they may well share characteristic child
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rearing values and practices; their degree of group accept_
ance and integration may vary; their perspectives of human

nature and of the nature of the world may differ, and. so on.
A closer analysis of the social background character-

istics of each of our 50 famiries reveals that the values of
the Jewish sub-culture are present in everyone of them.
with the homog'eneous families the values are passed. on

through both spouses, whi-Ie in the heterogeneous group
Jewish values are passed on through the father. Kohn and

carroll (1960) found mothers are usualry more supportive
than fathers; however, Rosenberg (1967 ) f ound that ,Jewish

fathers seem to show more support than protestant and

catholic fathers. Therefore, since our heterogeneous group
have Jewish fathers who characteristically show more

interest in their childreno and when we consider the possi-
bility that their wives may have come to adopt Jewish
values and are also passing them on to the childrenr w€

may have an explanation of why our data does not show any

difference between the homog"eneous and heterogeneous group
of children.

The cororrary to test hypothesis vr stated that the
offspring of Jewish-Gentire intermarriages wirt score higher
on the Anx.s" (anxiety scale) than the offspring of Jewish
homogeneous marriages . When Anx. S. , and .Anx . S . 2 were
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correlated with type of marri-ag€r the value of Theta was .03
(see Table 7) in both in.stances. These findings do not
support the hypothesis.

TABLE 7

The Rerationship Between Anxiety and Type of Marríagefor the Heterogeneous and HomogeneoüË offspring(Measures of Association in Í"rm= of Theia) "

Anxiety Type of Marriage N

Scale I

Sca1e,

.03

"03

49

34

As was suggested for the findings on serf-esteem,
one reason for not experiencing any differences in the levels
of anxietyo as expressed by the homogeneous and. heterogeneous

offspring, may be due to the similari_ties in the particular
child rearing values and practices of the homogeneous and

heterogeneous groups.

Jewj-sh Reliqious and Cultural
J_Oenrl_ty and sel_f-Esteem

The seventh hypothesis stated that the offspring of
Jewish-Gentile intermarriages who score high on the J.R.r"s.
and/or J.c"r.s. will score higher on the s.E.s. than those

offspring of a Jewish-Gentire intermarriage who score low on

the J"R"r.s" and/or J"c.r.s" when J.R.r.s.2 was correlated
with s.8"s.2, Lhe value of Gamma was ,04 (see Table B); and
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when J.c.r.s.2 was correlated with's.E.s.1 the value of
Gamma was found to be "09 (see Tabre B), whic.h does not lend
support to the hypothesis. Furthermore, the value of Gamma

was "03 (see Table 8) when J"R.r.s., was correlated with
s"E"s"z'and .21 when J.c"r"s.3 v¿as correrated with s.E.s.2
(see Table B).

TABLE B

The Relationship Between serf-Esteem and JewishReligious and Cu1tural IdentiLy for theOffspring of Jewish-Gentile Intãrmarriages
(Measures of Association in Terms of Gañma)

Identity SeIf-Esteem
1

Scale
2

J.R.r.S.z

J"C"r"s"z

J.R.r"S.g

J.C.I.S"¡

.04

.09

.03

.2t

N_ 15

These findj-ngs seem to indicate that the degree to
which one identifies religiously and culturally with Judaism

d.oes not ef fect one's level- of self -esteem. Again, a reason
for this might be that the self-esteem of the chird is
linked to certain chird rearing values and practices. rt is
therefore suggested that the degree of parental interest
shown in the child has a greater effect on the degree of
serf-esteem than wilt his degree of religious and cuLtural

20
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identity to Judaism. rn other words, if a chird i-s not
shown loven affection, praise and encouragement by his
parents he will not develop a high revel of serf-esteem
regardless of whether he Èakes an active part in Jewish
religious and cultural life. coopersmith's findings (rg67)
seems to substantiate this líne of thought.

Jgwish Religious and Cultural
roenE].ry and Änxiety

A corolrary to test hypothesis vrr stated that the
offspring of ,fewish-Gentire intermarriages who score high on

t'he J.R'r.s" and/or J.c.r.s" wirl score ]ower on Anx.s.
than those offspring of a Jewish-Gentile intermarriage who

score 1ow on the J. R. r. s. anð,/or J. c. r. s. when J. R. r. s. 
z

I^ras correlated with Anx"s", the value of Gamma was -.45
(see Tabre 9); and when J.c.r.s.z was correrated with
Anx"s.t the value of Gamma \^/as -"43 (see Tabre 9), which
lends support to the hypothesis. However, when J.R,r.s.g
was correlated with Anx.s"z, Èhe varue of Gamma was -.03
(see Table 9); and when J.c.r.s., was correlated with
Anx"s.z'the value of Gamma was ,oo (see Table 9), which
does not support the hypothesis.
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TABLE 9

The Relationship Between Anxiety and JewishReligious and Cu1tural Identily for theOffspring of Jewish-Gentile fnte-rmarriages
(Measures of Association in Terms of Gañma)

Anxiety
IIdentit

J"R.I"S"z

J"C. T.S.z

J.R.I.S"g

J" C. I. S.:

-. 45

-"43

Scale
2

-.03

" 00

N-15

The findings in reference to the above hypothesis
are rather ambiguous. There is a strong negative correla-
Èion between ,l.R"r"s.z and Anx.s.1 as well as ,J.c.ï.s.2
and Anx"s.1. Howevero no substantial correlation was found
between J.R"I"S"¡ and Anx.S.2, or between J"C.I.S.3 and

Anx" S.2 .

Perhaps one of the reasons for these different findings
in respect to the above cororlary, is that different scales
were used to measure the variabres of religious identity,
cultural identity and anxiety within the two age groups.

Although these scales were tested for face validity, they
were not tested for construct validity. one would also
expect to get less variation on J"R.I.S.zng and J.C.I.S.eu¡
because these scales v/ere correlated with anxiety in the

20
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heterogeneous group of offspring only. perhaps one might
have found more variatj-on and a wider range if J.R.ï.S.2ç¡
and J'c'r.s.zn¡ had been. correlated with anxiety in the
homogeneous group as well. since both anxiety scales \,vere
not administered to both age groups of the heterogeneous
offspring, the correlation between the two scales coul-d not
be determined.

rn considering the variables of alienation and type
of marriage the eighth hypothesis stated t,hat the offspring
of Jewish-Genti-Ie intermarriages will score higher on Ar_.s.
(alienation scar-e) than the offspring of Jewish homogeneous
marriages. when A1.s.1 was correlated with type of marriâg€,
the value of Theta was "L2 (see Table 10), which does not
lend support to the hypothesis. similarry, the value of
Theta was "11 (see Table r0) when A1.s.2 was correlated with
type of marri-âge, again not supporting the hypothesis.

TABLE 10

The Relationship Between Alienation and Type ofMarriage for Heterógeneous. and. Homogeneous offspring(Measures of association in teims of Theta)

Alienat.ion Type of Marriage N

Scale I
Scale ,

,12

"11

4B

34
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The present findings do not substantiate the claims

made by past researchers. that the mischling has a marginal
status which gives rise to high alienation. These results
are particularly interesting when one considers the religious
affiliation of the mischlings. Gordon (L964) claims that
mischlings who do not have a cr-ear cut rerigious identit.y
would experience high alienation because they are caught on

the margins of two religious and curtural worlds. rn the
present sample, over 504 of the mischlings considered them-

selves not to have any rerigious affiliation, thus negating

Gordonrs claim. rt therefore becomes quite clear that the

marginal status of the mischling does not give rise to
alienation" The question then becomes, ,'why doesnrt it"?
All one can do at this point i-s specurate, but perhaps the

mischling comes to define his status as one which should

be cherished because it gives him partiar access to two

groups with which he can directly experience a degree of
belonging" or, alternatj-very, the explanation may again be

linked to the similarities in the home environments of the

homogeneous and heterogeneous groups in respecp. to parental

interest, support, affection and love.

Marítal Happiness and Type of Marriage

The hypothesis dealing with the variables of marital
happiness and type of marriage stated that there would. be no

difference in scores on the Marital Happiness scale by the

members of a Jewish-Gentile intermarriage and the members of
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correlated with type

(see Table 11), which
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marriage. When marital happiness was

of marriâge ¡ the value o.f Theta was " 35

does not support the hypothesis 
"

TABLE 11

The Relation"lip Between Appraisal of Marriageand Type of Marriage foi-Married Spouses

Appraj-sal of
Marria

Very Unhappy

Unhappy

Average

Happy

Very Happy

0

0

I
L7

35

0

0

13

2B

59

0

0

10

15

I5

0

0

25

37. s

37. s

100 100

0 - .35

According to the present data, homogeneously

married people appraise their marriages as being happier
than do heterogeneously married spouses " lrlhat is important
to note, however, is the fact that none of the subjects
considered their marriage to be "unhappy" or ,'very unhappy,,.

some reasons for this characteristic skewness of the happi-
ness ratings have been suggested by Burgess and cottrell
(1939) " one is that there is a cultural expectati_on of
happiness which might cause an unconscious "generosity" in

4060

Homogeneous @Number Per cent Number per cent
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the rating. Another is that marriage is a personal relation
established after considerable selection has taken pIace,
and the crudely maradjusted couples would therefore be

eliminated in courtship"



. CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTONS

The summary wirl consist of four parts: (1) the
purpose of the study (z) findings (3) conclusions (4) sug-
gestions for further research.

Purpose of the Study

ïn order to gain some insight into a number of
previously unresearched factors on religious intermarriagie,
a correrational field study was conducted with the objective
of identífying specific situational and, psychorogicar vari_-
abres which might. be resurtant of Jewish-Gentile inter-
marriages. The study was solely concerned with the conse-
quences of intermarriagen and the specific dependent variables
deart with were maritar happiness, pressures from significant,
others, religious and cultural identity to Judaism, self-
esteem, anxiety and alienation. The major independent.

varj-able was "type of marriage". rt should be noted, how-

ever, that in some cases the dependent variabl_es became the
independent variable" rt was the hope of the author that
the study would clarify and add to thè arready existing
literature on intermarriage, thereby hopefurly contributing
to the eventual development of a theory of the consequences

of intermarriage"
62
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Findings

The data suggests the following:
(1) the offspring of Jewish-Gentire intermarriages who have
a religious identity to Judaism will also have a cultural
identity to Judaism.

(2) the offspring of Jewish-Gentile íntermarriages have a
weaker religious and cultural identity to Judaism than the
offspring of Jewish homogeneous marriages"
(3) the offspring of a Jewish-Gentile intermarriage who have
no religious affiliation will identify to a greater degree
curturally with Judaism than those offspring of a Jewish-
Gentile intermarriage who identify relígiously with a faith
other than Judaism.

(4) religiously intermarried Jewish men have a weaker

religious and culturar identity to Judaism than Jewish men

who are homogeneously married.
(5) the correlation between p.s.o.s. and J.R.ï.s.1r âs well
as the correration between p.s.o.s. and J.c.r.s.2, is
higher for the offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages
than it. is for the offspring of Jewish homogeneous marriages.

The correlati-on between p. s. o. s. r and J. R. r. s.3 is
about the same for homogeneous and heterogeneous offspring.
However, there is a stronger positive correration between

P"s.o"s.t and J.c.r.s.3 for the heterogeneous offspring
than for the homogeneous offspring.
(6) . there is no difference in the degree of arienation
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between the homogeneous and heterogeneous offspring.
(7) there is no difference in the degree of self-esteem as

expressed by the homogeneous offspring as compared to the
heterogeneous off spring.
(8) there is no difference in the degree of anxiety 

i

expressed by the offspring of homogeneous marriages as

compared to the offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages.
(9) the degree to which offspri-ng of a Jewish-Gent.ir-e

intermarriage identify religiously and culturally with
Judaism does not have a subst.antial affect on their r_evel of
self-esteem"

(10) a strong negative correlation between Anx.s.1 and

J.R"r.s"2r as well as a strong negative correlation between
Anx.s.t and J.c.r.s"2" Howeverr ro substantial correlation
was found between Anx.s", and J.R.r"s.3r âs welr as between
Änx.S., and J.C.I.S.3"
(1r¡ homogeneousry married peopre appraíse their marriages
as being happíer than do heterogieneously married. people"
However, there is an extreme bias on the part of both
homog'eneous and.heterogeneous coupres to appraise their
marriages as "happy" or "very happy". None of the couples
rated their marriag:es as being "unhappy" or "very unhappy".

Conclusi-ons:

The major

present study is
is the offspring

conclusion which may be drawn from the
that the type of marriage of which a child
(i.e., Heterogeneous vs Homogeneous) does
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not affect the child's degree of self-esteem, anxiety or
alienation" The author suggests instead that self-esteem,
anxiety and alienation are affected by the degree of interest,
support' affection and love shown by the parents. Further-
more, the degree to which each of these is shown, varies
within specific aroups which represent distinctive sub-
cultures. such groups tend to be characterized by distínc-
tive sùy1es of life; they possess characteristic conceptions
of right or wrong; they share certain patterns of varues and

systems of aspirations; very likely they show distinctive
kj-nds of family life; they may well share characteristÍc
child rearing values and practices; their degree of group
acceptance and integration may vary; their perspectives of
human nature and the nature of the world may differ, and so

on"

The values of the Jewish sub-culture were present
within each of the 50 families which constituted the sampre.
vtithin the homogeneous families the values of t.he Jewish
sub-culture were transmitted through both spouses. within
the heLerogeneous group, Jewish values lrere transmitted
through the father and possibly through the mother if she

had come to adopt the Jewi-sh value system. The author
suggests that this is perhaps why no di_fference was found
in degrees of self-esteem, anxiety and alienation between

the homogeneous and heterogeneous offspring.
Another conclusion which may be drawn from the study
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is that in Jewish-Gentile intermariiages in which there has

been no conversion on the part of either spouse, a majoríty
of the offspring of such marriages are being reared without
any affiliations to a formalized religion. However, those
offspring of a Jewish-Gentile intermarriage who do identify
religiously witrr a faith other than Judaism have a weaker

cultural identity to ,fudaism than those heterogeneous off-
spring who do not have any religious affiriations. By the
same token, the offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarri-ages
who have a strong religious identity with Judaism will_ arso
have a strong cultural identity with Judaism. And, hetero-
geneous offspring who consider Judaism as their relÍgion have

a weaker religious and culturar identity with Judaism in
comparison to the offspring of homogeneous Jewish marriages.

Both heterogeneous and homogeneous offspring between

the ages of 9 - 15 experience "pressures from significant
others" to ident.ify rerígiousry and cultùrarly with Judaism.

However, the homogeneous offspring don¡t feel the "pressure,',
or donrt define "pressure" as read.ilyr ërs do the hetero-
geneous offspring. The author suggests that a reason for
Èhis may be because homogeneous offspring have been

socialized to take part in Jewish religious and cultural
life, and therefore have probably come to accept and incor-
porate Lhe values of the Jewish subcurture into their rives.
ParticipatÍng in the religious and cultural life of the
Jewish community becomes the norm. rf they deviate in any
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way from these norms, sanctions may be drawn against them

and they may very well feel pressures from significant
others to identify. ïf they donrt deviate from the norms

of Jewish religious and cultural life, these "pressures,'
may be present in a more subtle fashion, but they \,.ronrt be

'as directly experienced by the offspring of Jewish homo-

geneous marriages.

. The heterogeneous offspring, on the other hand.r rTrây

experl-ence pressures from significant others because there
are two faiths within their families, and, their Jewish
parent and grandparents may be exerting pressure (as defined
by the mischling) to identify with Jewish religious and

culturar life. pressures from significant others for the
offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages between the ages

of g - 15 may be more apparent but not necessarily greater.
The offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages who

are 16 years old and order experience more ,'pressures from
significant others" to identify culturally with Judaism,

whereas the homog:eneous offspring who are 16 years old or
older experience more pressure to identify religiously with
Judaism. A reason for this may simply be because the
offspring of the homogeneous marriages define Lhe situation
as one in which more pressure is being sent to identify
religiously than curturally with Judaism. perhaps one of
the reasons that reads them to such a definition of the
situation is that pressures sent to identify rerigiously
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with Judaism are more obvious, whereas pressures sent to
identify curturally might be more subtle. For example, off-
spring of homogeneous families might be asked (or even tord)
to attend synagogue services or to adhere to the dietary
lawso whereas they would not be forced to read yiddish or
Hebrew literature. such literature might well be brought
into the home by the parents, but direct pressure wourd not
be sent to them to read and study it.

Perhaps one of the reasons for the heterogeneous

offspring experiencing more pressure to identify culturally
ís that 752 of the heterogeneous offspring 16 years old and

over stated that they had no religious preference t or that
if they did, it was not to Judaism. A majority of the
heterogeneous offspring would therefore not experience any

pressures from significant others to identify religiously
with Judaism, though their Jewi-sh parent, aunts, uncres and

grandparents might feel thaL they should at least have a

minimal degree of cultural identity to Judaism and therefore
send pressure in this direction.

ït was also concluded that Jewish men who marry
outside of their faith have a weaker religious and cultural
identity to Judaism than Jewish men who marry within their
faith "

Finally, it was concruded that homogeneously married
couples rate their marriages as t'happier" than heterogeneousJ_y

married couples. However, it is very important to note that
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there was an extreme bias on the part of the couples to rate
their marriages as "happy" or "very happyrr. The author feels
that there is a culturar expectation for ',happy" marriages

and therefore couples are unconsciously 'generous" in rating
their marriage.

Suggestions for Future Research

rt is suggested that future research concern itself
with the definition of intermarriage, in that it seems to
the present author that a lot of unnecessary ambiguity is
caused by researchers who fair to clearly specify what they
mean by "intermarriage".

Future research should also attempt to ascertain
whether Jewish men and women who intermarry have row

religious and cultural identity with Judaism prior to their
marriage, or whether it develops after their marriage.

A longitudinar study of Jewish-Gentile intermarriage
would be a significant contribution to the existing litera-
ture; a study, for example, which aÈtempted to ascertain
the number of offspring of Jewish-Gentile intermarriages
who marry Jewish spouses and the number who marry Gentile
spouses. rt would also be interesting to discover whether

those who marry a Jewish person take on a Jewish religious
and cultural identity" rn addition to this, future research

should attempt to find out whether there is any correration
between religion of the chosen spouse and the type of
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Jewish-Gentire intermarri-age one is the offspring of.
It is also suggested that more research be conducted

on the effect of self-esteem on anxiety and vice versa.
Research conducted approximatery L2 years ago on these two
varíables found a very high correration between the two
variables" The present study found no such correlation for
both homogeneous and heterogeneous offsprirg, between the
ages of 9 - 15, using the same scales and a similar age group
of youngsters" The reason why the present author suggests
that further research be conducted on these two variables
is because it is felt that the world situation today is very
different than iL was L2 years âgo, for exampre youngsters
today face the problems of drugs and polrutíon which
youngsters 12 years ago were not even aware of. The author
feers that these new social problems combined with the
advances in mass media. making young peopre aware of the
worldrs present day problems, nìêy very well have an affect
on their level of self-esteem and anxiety.

The "age" of the offspring of Jewish-Gentir-e inter-
marriages should also be considered because it is fert that
it may prove to be an important intervening variable in
terms of Jewish rerigi-ous and cultural identity, pressures
from significant otÀers to identify religiously and

culturally with Judaism, and. level of anxiety.
Finally, it is suggested that future research arso

concern itself with developing alienation, self-esteem and



anxiety scales

well as older

7L

which are equally applicable to children as

adolescer!=, in order t,o facilitate comparisons.
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SOCTAL BACKGROUÑD CHARACTERTSTTCS

Name

Ad.dress

Age Sex

Occupation

Can you please describe your educational background:

1, 0 I
2" g L2_-
3. some "or@4" University graduate
5. Vocational School
6. Post Grad.uate or profffiãr

How long have you been married?

How many children do you have?

$Ihat is your religion?
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SOCTAI BACKGROUND CHARACTERTSTTCS

CHTLDREN & YOUTH

Name

Address

Age

Grade in School

lfhat is your religion?

Sex
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JEWTSH RELTGIOUS TDEIIIIITY AND CT.TLTTIRAL TDENTTTY SCALE

6 8 YTAR OLDS

(J"R, r.S" I and J,c. r"S. f)

NAME

1" How old. are you?

2. lVhat grade are you in at pubtic school?

3. Tr/hat grad.e are you in at evening school?

4. Sex

5. üllrat kind of work does your daddy do?

6. lVhat is your religion?

7 " Can you please tett me what these words mean?

Shule

Synagogue

t"
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Rabbi

Mezuzza]:.

Yarmulka

Bobbeh

Zeydeh

Shabbos

Hannuka

2"
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*********************

I'm going to terr you sóme short rittte stories and after
r'm finished T'm going to ask you some questions about
the story"

****** ********* ** ** **

B" Barry was hungry and asked. his mother for a chicken
sandwich. At the same time Barry went to the refrig-
erator and poured himself a glass of mirk to drink
with the sandwich. Barry ate the sandwich, drank theglass of milk and felt better.

Would you do as Barry did?

Is there anything vrrong with what Barry did?

vtourd you eat a chicken sandr¡uich with a grass of
milk? why?

Do you eat meat with milk?

vùhy wourdn't you eat a chicken sanå,vich with a grass
of milk?

9. Rabbi Gordberg wants to meet a friend of his and he
has two choices of where to meet him. 1. Either meet
him outside of a church on portage Avenue: or 2.
meet him inside a church on portage Avenue.

Ir/hich one do you think he witt choose? Why?

3"
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r0" on saturday morning Bobby walked into synagogue with-
out anything on his head.

Is there anlthing wrong with what Bobby did?

IVould you do as Bobby did?

hlhy not?

11" rt was Thursday night and Marilyn's mother \rras begin-
ning to right the sabbath candles when Mariryn ran
up to her mother and said. . o o ø fVhat do you think
Marilyn said to her mother?

4"
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;TEWTSH RELIGTOUS TDE}flITTY AND CULTURAL TDENIITY SCALE

9 15 YEAR OLDS

(J.R" T"S" Z and. J.c" I" S" 2)

NAME

1" Are you attending, or have you attend.ed, Sunday school?
Where? For how long?

2. Did you ever go to parochial school? If so, which
one and for how long?

3" What holidays do you celebrate at home? And how do
you celebrate them?

4" If any Jewish holidays, what do these holidays mean
to you?

5" Do you know what a Bar-Mitzvah is? lr/hat is it?

I"
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6" Vtould you like to have a Bar-Mii- zvaih? !Vhy?

7 " Do you go to synagogue? How often do you go?

8" ülhy do you go to synagogue?

9" Does a Jew eat meat and milk together? Why?

t0" Do you eat meat and. milk together?

11" Do you eat bacon, or any pork products?

L2" Do you keep kosher in your home? (rf yes) rn which
way?

2"
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t3. Do you keep kosher outsid.e of your home? Vühen you
are out with your friends do you keep kosher? ( Tf
no) Vùhat do you eat?

L4" In your mind, what d.oes it mean to be a good. Jew?

t5" Would you consid.er yourself to be a good Jew? To
what extent do you do what, in your opinion, a good
Jew should do?

16" Do you ever read Yiddish or Hebre!û literature in
English in your leisure time OR English literature
pertaining to Judaism, for example, on Israel?

L7 " Do you read and./or write yiddish and./or Hebrew?

18. Do you like to read about Jewish history? (If yes)
How much Jewish history do you read or have you read.?

3"
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Lg " !r/ho was the f irst Jew?

On what mountain did Moses get the Torah?

V,Iho is the Prime Minister of ïsrael?

20, What do you think about the State of ïsrael?

2L" Are you proud of the State of Israel?

22" Are you proud of beinq a Jew?

23" r want you to tell me "ten things about who you are,,.

24" (r'or boys thirteen and over) ¡low often d.o you put
on tallis and Tefiltin?

4"
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JEWTSH RELTGTOUS TDENTTTY AND CULTIIRAL

16 YEARS OLD AND OVER

(J"R" I"S" g and. J,c,f.s" 3)

92

TDENTTTY SCALE

TitrAME

rNSTRUcrroNS: Please prace a circle around the completion
that you most agree with"

Tf one considers himself ,fewish

1) he should attend. some Sabbath and important
holiday services.

2) he should try to attend yom Xippur services"
3) he does not have to attend services.
4\ he should attend services every Sabbath and

holidays.
5) he should attend at least the high holiday

services,

I feel that a ,fewish person' s moral behavior

1) should be based on the best of Jewish religious
thought together with the teachings which other
religious systems have to offer.

2) should be based on the teachings of the ,fewish
religion"

3) should be based on the best of the ,Tewish teach-
ing as seen in the tight of present situations"

4) may be based. on considerations unrelated to
religion"

5) should not be wishy-washy, but should be based
on some consistent religious system, Jewish or
otherwise"

The Jewish faith is a source of strength

1) in the same sense that other faiths are, and I
therefore use it accordingLy, along with por_
tions of other faiths to fill my needs in this
direction,

2.

3"

I"
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Jewish
etc.
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the sort of strength one gets from religious
faith can be gotten in other and perhaps better
\^/ays,
for those who can accept it: those who cannot,
must find another faith"
in the same sense in which any faith is a sollrce
of strength, but I prefer this one.
because of its superiority over any other faith"

religious practices such as dietary laws, fasts,

1) should be abandoned completely by those who are
not completely sympathetic toward them, rather
than have them continue to go half-heartedly
"through the motions",

2) should be retained. by those who feel an ,,inner
need for them".

3) must be retained if Judaism is to survive and
flourish

4) are interesting ceremoniar practices which have
their counterparts in the practices of other
religious groups.

To be a Jew in the full sense of the word

1) requires the elimination of half-way measu.resi
one should either be completely Jewish or for_
get the whole thing.

2) requires the observance of the religious rituals,
practices, etc.

3) only requires one to participate in those re_
ligious activities which one finds satisfying
and rewarding"

4) doesn't require the performance of any special
activity whatsoever, if one is so inclined"

For rì€, being a Jew

1) is one of my stronger identifications and serves
to provide me with a sense of belongingness which
gives me comfort or security.

2)

3)

4)

4"

5"

6.

2"
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2) is one among a number of my identifications and
is in no manner incompatible with my identifi-
cations as a national and world cit j,zett, a
modern Western man, etc"

3) is my most important identification or group
membership; all other values I would sacrifice
to this.

4) is something I acknowledge because of my birth,
but I make no effort to participate in or ob-
serve anybhing " JEI^IISH" "

7. Being born a üew

I) is something to be proud of"
2) is no better than being born into any other

group.
3) is outside of one's control and therefore

shouldn't be sufficient basis by itself for
identifying one as Jewish.

4) has its merits as weII as its responsibilities' and hardships"

B" Vühen I hear the national anthem and see the flag of
IsraeI

1) whatever else I feel is accompanied. by a measure
of uneasiness.

2) my response is about the same as it is to other
similar ceremonies,

3) they thrilr me more than most simirar ceremonies
do"

4) they thrill me as d.oes nothing else,

9. A Jewish education

1) is pretty much like the cultural indoctrination
by such groups as the Ukrainians and French
Canadians, etc", in Canada: it is desirable
only to the extent that one wants to perpetuate
various cultural practices of one's ancestors.

2) is, for the most part, a \,r¡aste of time for those
who intend to live their o\,vn lives in Canad.a"

3.
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3) is a "must" for anyone who wants to live in a
way that makes the most of their Jewish heritage"

4) is justified if it adds a little Jewísh cultural
content to the lives of those who might not
otherwise acquire any.

10, The Jewish culture

r) is a t.hing of great antiquity which has certain
value and. beauty for those who feel some attach-
ment to it"
is a tribal product which is now a burden to
many Jeq¡s.
is one among the wor1d.'s cultures, which taken
together, eomprise proof qf manrs creativity"
is a priceless heritage which is unmatched by
the culture of any other group,

increasing use of Hebrew

is something Jews may justly be proud of, for
it is our " owrì" language.
is a step bac]<r¡¡ard in time rather than a sign
of progresso
since it ad.ds another language to the world
scene, it may further complicate conmunication
among persons and between nations.
is an interesting and valuable addition to the
world's live languages, since it is also the
language of the "Old Testament".

in Canada

and Jews elsewhere have usually contributed most
to civilization to the degree that they have
broken a\^ray from cultural orthodoxy.
should realize that their trad.itional culture
has something to contribute and something to
receive from the Canadian culture"
should. take advantage cf their freed.om by elim-
inating a culture and traditions which are no
longer necessary or useful,

2)

3)

A',)

11" The

L2" Jews

r)

2')

3)

4)

r)

2)

3)

4"
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4) should take special care to preserve the price-
less Jewish cultural heritage wtrich was accumu-
lated for so long at so great a cost,

13, T.f. one of your parents should happen to die, would.
you

1) sit shiva (noL work or go to school for seven
days) and say Kadd.ish for twelve months"

2) Ïrire someone to say Kad.dish.
3) go to Friday night services to say Kaddish and

attend memorial day services.
4) honor his memory in some way other than sitting

shiva or saying Kaddish"
5) sit shiva for three days and say Kadd.ish as

often as you can manageo

5"
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PRESSURES FROM STGNTFICANT OTHERS SCALE

9 YEARS OLD AND OVER

(P"S"O"S")

NAME

r" Do your parents put pressure on you to go to synagogue?
l" A lot
2. A riftG-
3" None

!Íhat about your aunts, uncles, and. grandparents?
I" A lot
2" A little
3" None

I{hat about your friends?
1" A lot
2. A rit,tG--
3" None

2" Do your parents put any pressure on you to keep
kosher at home?

l" A lot
2. A rftrG---
3" None

!Íhat about aunts, uncles, grand.parents?
I" A lot
2" A little
3" None

h/hat about your friends?
t" A lot
2" A little
3" None

1"
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3" Do your parents put any pressure on you to keep
kosher outside of ygur home, that is, if you are at
a friend's house or in a restaurant?

l. Alot_
2" A little
3. None

lVhat about aunts, uncles, and grandparents?
I. A lot
2. A riftÏã-
3. None

frfhat about friends?
l" A rot
2. A riftlã-
3" None

4o Do your parents OR have your parents put any pressure
on you to learn, to read and write yiddish and,/or
Hebrew?

l. Alot_
2. A little
3" None

!{haL about aunts, uncles, and. grandparents?
1" A lot
2. A little
3" None

?ühat about your friends?
I, A lot
2. A riftlã-
3" None

5" Do your parents put any pressure on you to read about
I srael?

lo Alot_
2" A little
3" None

lVhat about your aunts, uncles, and grandparents?
:1" A lot
2" A little
3, None

2"
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!ùhat about your friends?
I" A lot
2. A little
3" None

6. Do your parents put any pressure on you to read
Jewish history?

I, A lot
2" A little
3. None

lVhat about your aunts, uncles, and, grandparents?
t" A lot
2" A little
3. None

Vühat about your friends?
1. Alot_
2. A litt1e
3- None

7, (for boys t3 )Es" old and older only) Do your pa::ents
put any pressure on you to put on tallis and tefillin?

l. Alot_
2" A little
3, None

I{hat about your aunts, uncles, and. grandparents?
I. A lot
2. A little
3" None

lilhat about your friends?
1" A lot
2. A little
3, None

3"
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SELF-ESTEE},I SCAT,E

9 15 ]TEAR OLDS

(S"E"S" l)

NAME

Read each question carefully" put
around the letter of the statement
true about you"

a circle
which is

TNSTRUCTTONS:

t" T am

¿. lam

3" Tam

I am brave
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

friendly
a) not at all"
b) not very often.
c) some of the time,
d) most of ttre time"
e) alt of the time,

happy
a) not at all"
b) not very often.
c) some of the time.
d) most of the time,
e) all of the time"

kind.
a) not at all"
b) not very often,
c) some of the time,
d) most of the time.
e) aII of the time"

4"
not at all,
not very often"
some of the time.
most of the time"
all of the time"

I"
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5. I am

6- Iam
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

7" I am trusted.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

8" Iam

o ïam
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

I0"

honest
a) not at all"
b) not very often.
c) some of the time"
d) most of the time"
e) all of the time.

likable

good
a) not at aII"
b) not very often.
c) some of the time.
d) most of the time"
e) all of the time.

proud

not at aII"
not very often.
some of the time"
most of the time"
all of the time.

not at all"
not very often.
some of tl:e time.
most of the time.
all of the time.

not at all,
not very often"
some of the time.
most of the time,
all of the time.

T am lazy
a) not at all,
b) not very often"
c) some of the time,
d) most of the time"
e) alt of the time"

2"
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f am loyal
a) not at all,
b) not very often"
c) some of the time"
d) most of the time.
e) all of the time"

T am co-operative
a) not at all"
b) not very often.
c) some of the time,
d) most of the time.
e) aII of the time"

13" I am cheerful

1r"

L2"

r5" Iam

not at all"
not very often.
some of the time"
most of the time"
aII of the time.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

L4" T am thoughtful
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

not at all.
not very often.
some of the time"
most of the time"
aII of the time-

16" Iam

popular
a) not at aII"
b) not very often.
c) some of the time"
d) most of the time.
e) all of the time"

courteous
a) not at all.
b) not very often.
c) some of the time"
d) most of the time"
e) all of the time"

3.
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L7" Iam

18" ïam

19" ïam

22"

not, at, all.
not very often"
some of the tÍme"
most of the time"
all of the time.

not at all.
not very often"
some of the time,
most of the time,
aII of the time.

j ealous
a) not at all"
b) not very often"
c) some of the time"
d) most of the time,
e) all of the time"

obedient
a) not at all"
b) not very often,
c) some of the time,
d) most of the time"
e) aII of the time"

polite
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

20" I am bashful
a) not at aII"
b) not very often"
c) some of the time"
d) most of the time"
e) atl of the time"

2L" I am clean
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

I am helpful
a) not at alt.
b) not very often"
c) some cf the tj-me"
d) most of the time"
e) all of the time.

4o
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SELF_ESTEEM SCALE

16 WARS OLD AND OVER

(s"E.s"z)

NAME

INSTRUCTIONS: Please indicate whether you strongly agree,
agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with
each of the statements listed. below. There
are of course no "RIGHT" or "V\iRONG" ans\¡/ers
to each of these statements.

1" I feel that I am a person of worth, ât least on an
equal plane with others

a Strongly agree
b Agree
c Disagree
d Strongly disagree

2. I feel that I have a number of good qualities.

a Strongly agree
b_Agree
c Disagree
d Strongly disagree

3" All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.

a Strongly agree
b Agree
c Disagree
d_strongly d.isagree

4" I am able to do things as well as most other people"

a Strongly agree
b Agree
c Disagree
d Strongly disagree

I"
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5. I feel that T don't have much to be proud. of,

a Strongly agree
b Agree
c Disagree
d_ Strongly dísagree

6. I take a positive attitude toward myself"

a Strongly agree
b Agree
c Disagree
d Strongly disagree

7. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself,

a Strongly agree
b Agree
c Disagree
d_strongly d.isagree

8. T wish I could. have more respect for myself.

a Strongly agree
b_Agree
c Disagree
d Strongly disagree

9. T feel certainly useless at times.

a Strongly agree
b Agree
c _Disagree
a-strongry disagree

10" At times I think that I am no good at all,

a Strongly agree
b_Agree
c Disagree
d_strongly d.isagree

2.
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ANXTETY SCALE 9-I5 YEAR OLDS

(anx,S" 1)

NAME

rNSTRUcrroNS: Read each question carefulry" put a circre
around the word yES if you think it is true
about you. put a circle around Lhe word NO
if you think it is not true about you,

YES No 1" Tt is hard for me to keep my mind on anlthing,

J|ES No 2" r get nervous when someone watches me work,

YES NO 3" I blush easily"

No ws 4o others seem to d.o things easier than r can"

YES NO 5" T feel that others do not 1ike the way I do
things.

:æS NO 6" T feel alone even when there are people
around me"

NO YES 7 " I worry most of the time"

NO :fES I, My hands feel sweaty,

YES NO g. Other children are happier than I âilì"

YES NO 10" My feelings get hurt easily"
yES NO 11" ï \^/orry about doing the right things.

NO YES L2" I worry about what is going to happen.

I,
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YES No 13" Ir{y feerings get hurt easily when f am scolded"

No YES L4. r feel someone wilr terl me ï do things the
wrong vfay.

YES No 15" rt is hard. for me to keep my mind on school
t''rork"

YES NO 16" I worry when T go to bed at night.

YES No r'7. r often do things r wish T had never done"

NO YES 18. I have bad dreams.

YES NO 19" I am nervous"

No YES 20, r often r^¡orry about something bad happen-
ing to me.

2.
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AI\D(TETY SCALE 16 IMARS OLD AND OVER

(anx" S " 2)

NAME

INSTRUCTIONS: Put a T next to each of the statements below
that you think is TRUE about yoü, and an F
next to each statement that you think is un-
true or FALSE about you"

l" I am about as nervous as other people.

2. I worry quite a bit over possible troubles.

3o At times I lose sleep over \^/orry,

4. My sleep is restless and disturbed"

5" ï often dream about things I don,t like to tell
other people

6n My feelings are hurt easier than most people"

7 " I often find myself worrying about something.

8" I wish that ï could be as happy as others.

9. I feel anxious about something or someone almost
all of the time.

10" At times I am so restless that I cannot sit in a
chair for very long"

11" r have often fert that r faced. so many difficutties
that I could not overcome them,

I"
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L2" At times I have been worried beyond reason about
something that really did not matter,

13" I do not have as many fears as my friends.

L4. I am the kind of person who takes things hard,

15" I am a very nervous person,

16" Life is often a strain for rtê.

17 " I am not at all confident of myself"

18" At times I feel that I am going to crack up"

19" I don't like to face a difficutty or make an impor-
tant d.ecision.

20" I am very confident of myself"

2"
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ALTENATTON SCALE 9-I5 YEAR OLDS

(A1"S" 1)

NAME

rNSTRUcrroNS: After reading each of the sentences below,
put a check mark by ', yes,, if you think the
sentence is TRUE t put a check mark by ,'no"
if you think the sentence is NOT TRUE, put
a check mark by " d.on't knour" if you are not
sure about the sentence"

l" Sometimes T feel a1l alone in the world"
I yes
2No
3 Don't know

2" T have friends who only come around when r have some-
thing ne\^r or something they v¡ant"

I Yes
2No
3 Don't know

3" Grown-ups are arways changing rules and you never
really know what is right.

I Yes
2No
3 Don't know

4" There is little chance of doing werr in school unress
your teacher likes you,

I yes
2-tto
3 Don't know

5" Good friends are easy to find.
I Yes
2No
3 Don't know

I"
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6. sometimes there are so many people bossj-ng me around

that I feel like I'm going to "b1ow üp"".
I Yes
2No
3 Ðon' t knov¡

7, sometimes r get very mixed up because r don,t know
what the rules at home and at schoor rearry are.

I Yes
2No
3 Don't know

8" The world in which we live is a friendly place.
I Yes
2No
3 Don't know

9- People are just naturarry f*iendry and. herpfur"
I Yes
2No
3 Don't know

10" T don't get to calr on fríends as often as r'd rearly
like to.

1 yes
2No
3 Don't know

2"
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ALÏENATION SCALE 16 YEARS OLD AND OVER

(AI"s"2)

NAME

ïNSTRUcrroNS: Below are some statements regarding pubric
issues with which some people agree and.
others disagree" please give us your o!ün
opinion about these items, i.e. whether you
agree or disagree with the items as they
stand,

P1ease check in the appropriate blank as
follows:

I Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

1" Sometimes I feel all alone in tTre world,
I Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4_Disagree
5 Strongly d.isagree

2" sometimes r have the feering that other people are
using me"

I Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
 _Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

l"
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3- one can arways find friends if he shows himserf
friendly,

I 'Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4_Disagiree
5 Strongly disagree

4" r often wond.er what the meaning of rife really is"
I Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4_Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

5. The world in which we live is basícalry a friendly
p1ace"

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4_Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

6, There are so many decisions that have to be mad.e
today, that sometímes I could just ',blow up,'o

I Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

7' v'iith so many rerigions around, one d.oesn't realry
know which.to believe.

I Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

8" we are just so many cogs in the machinery of rife.
I Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4_Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

2"
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9" The future looks very dismal"
I Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4_Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

I0" The only thing one can be sure of today is that he
can be sure of nothing"

I Strongty agree
2 Agree
3 Uncertain
4_Disagree
5_ Strongly disagree

3,
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MARTTAL HAPPTNESS SCAIE

NAME

hle are trying to rearn more about factors which make
for happy and unhappy marriages. To do this, \dê need. the
co-operation and assistance of a great many married people,
people whose marriages are very happy, people whose mar-
riages are only moderatery satisfactory, as werr as people
whose marriages are unsatisfactory"

You can help us a great deal by filling out the ques-
tion below, frankly, and. as carefully as possible. please
do not hesitate to be perfectly frank in your ansÌver.

Your answer, âs well as the many others we get, wiII
be absolutely anonlzmous. Moreover, all of the material
will be treated confidentially"

How would you appraise yoLlr marriage?

a)_ Very unhappy
b) _ Unhappy
c)_ Average
d) 

- 

Happv
e)_ Very happy
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The forrowing are the scoring procedures for the

scales which the author designed himselfr scoring proce-

dures for the other scales used in the stud.y may be found

from the originat sources.

Alienation ScaIel (aI.S.1)

Except for items 5, B, 9o which \,rere scored as forlows:

Yes 0 points

No 2 points

DonotKnow =tpoint

High scores yield high degrees of alienation.

Pressures from Si nificant Others (P.S.O.S"

Yes

NO

Don't Know

2 points

0 points

I point

points

point

points

A lot

A Iittle

None

=2

=I

=0

High scores yield high

cant others.

degrees of pressures from signifi-
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Jewish Religious Identity Scalel and

Jewish Cultural Ïdentity Scalel

(J"R" I"S. 1 and J.C" r"S" f)

The reader should be aware that a potentiar prob-

lem exists in interpreting the rerigious and cultural iden-

tity scale for 6 I year old.s. out of a total of 15 items

which dealt with religious identity, 5 dealt with the Jewish

dietary laws" Thus it may be that this component of reli-
gious id.entity is ,,over weighted,,, in the total score

Howeverr €vêrr if an inadvertent weighting process has gone

orl, by answering arl the items and getting onry atl of the

dietary items correct, the subject wourd. onry obtain a mod-

erate score on religious identity" onry by correctly answer-

ing arl of the items on the scale could a subject obtain a

high score.

Items for J".R" I. S " t Items for J" C" I" S. I
Bobbeh

Zeydeh

Hannukah

Item 9

ShuIe

Synagogue

Rabbi

MezuzzaÏ:.

Yarmulka

Shabbos

Items B, I0, lI
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rtem 7- definitions \,vere scored either I or o depending

on whether or not the definition was correct.

rtem 8- if the subject answered ¡rNo,, and eraborated,,

stating that the Jewish religion does not permit

the mixing of meat and dairy products" he \,vas

given a point, âhy other ans\A/er \,ras scored O"

rtem 9- answering to the effect that "Jews don't go to

church" and therefore it would. not be right for

Rabbi Goldberg to wait in the church scored I
point" rf the subject stated that he wourd wait

outside of ttre church because Ìre is a Je!v, he

scored another point.

rtem r0- an ansh/er to the effect that Bobby h¡asn't wearing

a skull cap or ,'yarmulka" scored a point. If the

subject stated that he wourd wear a skurr cap or
,,yarmulka" on Ïris head on entering a synagogue

he scored another point"

rtem 1r- an answer to the effect that it wasn,t the

sabbath scored 1 point.
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Jewish Religious Ïdentity Scale2 and

Jewish Cultural Identity Scale2

(J.R" r" S" z and J.C" r" S.2)

A panel of four judges were used in the scoring of

this id.entity scare. The four jud.ges were arr Rabbis, two

of them \^/ere the Rabbis of conservative congregations, one

of an Orthodox Congregation, and the other of a Reform

Temple" Each judge was asked. to put each of the 28 items

into 2 categories, the first category incruded those items

which they felt tapped. the religious d.imension of Jewish

identity, and in the second category, those items which

tapped the cultural dimension of .fewish identity. There

was LOO% agreement on the part of the judges as to which

category each of the items should be classified into"

based

Items

The scoring procedure for the following items was

upon what a majority of the jud.ges decided. upon:

L-2 each of the judges ranked the various insti-

tutions of Jewish education in Winnipeg from

I I0 on the basis of Yiddish and Hebrew

curriculum. Ten points were alloted to a

subject who \,ras presently attending or had
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attended the school the judges had rated

highest" One point was altoted to the sub-

ject who was attending or who had attended
i

the school which the judges considered low-

est" Both evening and parochial schools

were ranked. For each year that the subject

attended the school he gained another point"

For example, if a subject had. attended. a

school which the judges ranked as 5th for 5

years he scores I0 points"

Item 3 - Shabbos

Shavuot

Succot

Simchas Torah

Purim

Passover

Rosh Hoshannah

Yom Kippur

and Hannukah

= I points

7 points

6 points

= 5 points

4 points

3 points

= 2 points

= I point

Items 4o 5,6, B, l, LAo 15 \dere scores as follows:

After content analyzing the responses to each

of the items, each of the judges categorized

each of the responses as follows"
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law

custom

= 3 points

= 2 points

The three

Law -

Custom -

Embellishment-

embellishment = I point

categories were defined as follows"

having a knowledge of and. wishing to main-

'Lain the laws of the torah" Tf a child made

reference to Judaic law in his response either

directly or indirectty he scored 3 points"

was defined as a commonly accepted practice

which may or may not be commanded. by the

talmudic laws.

If in his response the subject made refer-

ence to perpetuating t,radition he scored 2

points 
"

\das defined as neither within the realm of

commonly accepted. tradition or law" For

example if a subject responded to the ques-

tion, "lrlould. you like to have a Bar-Mitzvah?

and ïrlhy?" by saying Yesl because of the many

gifts he would get, he scored I point"

every Saturday and all holidays = 3 points

importantholidays = 2points

Bar-Mitzvahs, weddings and high

Item 7 -

holidays only = I point
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Item lO ll

2 points = No

I point = Very rarely

0 points = Yes

Item 12

3 points = keep two separate sets of dishes and. eat

only Kosher food, i"e" LOO% Kosher.

2 points = keeping Kosher most of the time.

I point = keeping two separate sets of dishes but not

necessarily eating Kosher food"

Item 13

I point = if they eat out but refrain from eating

pork products"

2 points = if they eat out but refrain from eating

non-Kosher meat and non-Kosher fish"

0 points = if they eat anything they fancy.

Item 16

3 points - quite a bit

2 points = some

I point = Iittle

0 points = none
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Item 17

Item 18

3 points = very positive attitude

2 points = moderate attitude

I point = weak attitude

0 points = No

Item 19

I point = Abraham

I point = Mt" Sinai

1 point : Golda Meir

Item 20

3 points = very positive attitude

2 points = moderate attitud.e

I point = weak attitude

0 points = nothing

4 points = read and. write Hebrew and yiddish

3 points = read and write Hebrew OR yidd.ish

2 points = read both

t point = reâ.d only one
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Items 2L 22

3 points = very positive statement

2 points = moderate statement

I point = weak statement

0 points = nothing

Item 23

rf the subject stated that he was Jewish he scored a

point 
"

Item 24

3 points = every day

2 points = once a week

I point = occassionally


